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I

was going to start this month’s
Christopher Cole retrospective by
talking about how sorry we were
that he was gone, how much we
missed him, how it didn’t look like,
at this point, we would ever see him
again or have the chance to play
another of his wonderful games, and
a lot of other mushy, sentimental
crap like that. Well, he certainly
showed me huh? Right when I was
Purple Dragon
in the middle of writing his memorial -- bam! -- he shows up and ruins
all my plans to immortalize him with my stirring, heartfelt words. So I guess we’ll have to
turn this memorial issue into a welcome back issue and, all kidding aside, it’s an adjustment I’m happy to make.
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Well, somehow we managed to do it. We have reviews of every one of Chris’ games in
this issue. We also have an In the Hot Seat interview with Erin from The Gamma Gals
and are reprinting the entire text of his Seven Seas of Theah story. In addition, some of
the member of the staff wrote up some thoughts on Chris and his games that you might
find interesting (probably not, but maybe).
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Inside Erin is written and published by
people who enjoy AIF. It is done for fun,
but we also have some goals that we seek
to achieve through the newsletter:
1. To encourage the production of more
quality AIF games by providing advice
from game developers, and by offering
constructive criticism that is specifically
relevant to AIF.
2. To encourage activity and growth in the
AIF community. We aim to generate a
constant level of activity so that there
aren’t long periods in which people can
lose interest in AIF.
3. To help document and organize the AIF
community. This is done through reporting
on games and events, as well as by helping
to organize community-wide activities
such as competitions and the yearly Erin
Awards.

For those of you who are following along with our Programming Erin feature, it will return next month. For now, we hope you enjoy this look at a man and his work. ◆

W

ell, one piece of news this
month is the return of Chris
Cole, in the very month we decide
to do a retrospective on him. Apparently he’s been living without the
internet or something crazy and prehistoric like that… anyway, it’s
good to see him again. Now, AIF
players should not be too expectant
that this will lead to a whole bunch
of new games from him; he’s al- by
ready written more AIF than most BBBen
AIF authors ever will, and it’s pretty
hard to find the inspiration to keep it all going after so much work. This whole exercise
has reminded me that the time that saw the greatest amount of AIF being produced was
when we had a standard of much smaller ‘big’ games; that is, games that weren’t minicomp sized still tended to not be all that big, but they were frequent, varied and interesting. This was in large part thanks to the example set by Cole, and it is worth thinking
about maybe trying to get a bit of that back somehow. Maybe due to the continued presence of the Erin Awards the AIF community has become more competitive, with authors
all trying to produce huge, impressive games rather than smaller, more regular releases. I
know that for my part I started to get bored with smaller projects and wanted to get more
ambitious, and as a consequence of that (and a certain amount of burn out) I have slowed
very dramatically in my rate of game releases.
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Knight Errant has released the source code for his game A Lady in Waiting, that took 2nd
place in the recent mini-comp. It is available on AIFGames.com under the ‘author resources’ category of the files section. Meanwhile, Dudemandude, writer of the minicomp’s 1st place winning game Winter Break has completed his public beta of his
“General AIF extension for I7” (technically that happened before the release of the last
newsletter, but I think I didn’t mention it at the time).
Continued on page 2
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This Month in AIF Continued from page 1
We’ve been getting a number of links to a game called “Viva Ponata” lately, and I’ve asked that they stop. It’s not that it’s totally unacceptable to discuss that kind of thing on our groups, you see, but rather that we get a lot of these links and they are a
bit of a sneaky ploy by the link’s poster to try and get referrals. The links in question are designed so that the poster of the link
gets credit for getting someone else to sign up.

New Games
Deadly Climax by Madquest8, released 25th August 2008. You are a cybernetically enhanced hitman who releases pheromones to attract the opposite sex, and can kill with his semen. NOTE: This is something of a ‘work in progress’ and the latest
version available is 0.6, although it is already playable and quite large.
Live AIF: The Test by Holet, available in the live AIF forum on AIFGames.com. Mark is concerned that his girlfriend Fi is
cheating on him. Mark’s friend Jake volunteers to spy on her to find out if there is any truth to the rumours. ◆

T

he following are just a few comments on Chris and his games in
general from several members of the staff here at Inside Erin.

Purple Dragon
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I first became aware of AIF right smack dab in the middle of the Christopher Cole heyday. So for me, Chris IS AIF in a very real sense. I’ve
been racking my brain, trying to remember the first AIF game that I ever
played and just can’t come up with it, but I do remember a lot of the
early ones being Chris’. I think the first of his games that I played was
The Gamma Gals and damn was I impressed. I had been reading some
erotica online and had come to the conclusion that there was a LOT of
bad writing out there. It seemed like you had to wade through 100 bad stories to find one good one.
So imagine my surprise when I pulled up this and other games and found not just good games, but good writing. In fact, although the games were good, the writing was actually better that the games themselves. Let’s face it, most of Chris’ games do
not involve anything earthshaking from a technical point of view and if you’re looking for in depth, challenging puzzles then
you would do better to look elsewhere. I’m not giving away any secrets here and I’m not saying anything that Chris hasn’t
said himself more than once. Puzzles are not why he plays AIF games and not why he writes them.
Where Chris excels is in the writing itself. The sex is some of the hottest out there, the environments varied and engaging, and
how in the world he can put characters into such (at times) ridiculous situations and still make them so believable is beyond
me. On the whole, his characters just seem more real to me than those in many other games and I have often found myself
wondering what happened to the characters after the game ended, almost as though they were real people. I can’t think of any
higher praise than that.
Playing Chris’ games made we want to play others and ultimately led to me wanting to try my hand at writing one myself. I
have wondered in the past what would have happened if my first experience with AIF had been with games written by someone like Vachon rather than Mr. Cole. I might very well have not stayed with it long enough to get to any of the good games
and that would have been a shame because there are a lot of good ones out there. Chris is hardly the only good author out
there, but the large number of solid games he has produced puts him head and shoulders above most others and we have been
very lucky to have him around.
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People have been talking again about how they found their way to AIF; a question of interest since we have consistently failed
to successfully advertise the community in such a way that it would get a lot of attention. I’m pretty sure we’ve only scratched
the surface of potential players and authors of AIF, but how to get the word out is beyond me.

BBBen
Christopher J. Cole was probably my favourite AIF author before I became one myself (at which point I became my favourite
AIF author). For a while, particularly back in 2002, Chris Cole’s games represented most of the good stuff that was coming
out. Oh, we had a number of good, active authors at the time, and there were some great classics released in that period by
other authors, but the sheer frequency of releases that Cole put out combined with their quality meant that everyone was al-
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ways waiting for the next Chris Cole game with great anticipation.

Cole was largely the author that popularised the use of ADRIFT, and in particular ADRIFT 3.9 in AIF. Between him and
Vachon there were a lot of ADRIFT games coming out, so clearly the system could be used to knock together games pretty
quickly. While Vachon demonstrated that the system was very easy to use, Cole, by contrast, showed that with ADRIFT you
could put together a good quality game in which the writing shone through – exactly what I personally was looking for in a
game development system.
The Encounter series was very inspirational, in that the games were just so immersive, and they were very influential to me.
Encounter 2 was my favourite, and definitely one of my most replayed games. It’s no coincidence that my first AIF game had
an mfff scene with three schoolgirls in a living room as well. Of course, I wound up developing a style that really was rather
different to Cole’s, but I am certainly indebted to him for providing the inspiration to get started in writing AIF.
A. Bomire
I've been asked several times to collaborate with another author, or authors, on games. Sometimes I say “yes”, and sometimes
I say “no”. When Chris Cole was looking for volunteers to help him with a fan fiction game based upon the TV show
“Charmed”, my answer was a resounding “Yes!” despite the fact that I had never seen an entire episode. Why? Because I'd
worked with Chris before in creating our “Pool Party” game.
My memories of working with Chris in writing “Pool Party” are of a professional. Chris didn't mess around – he provided me
almost immediately with a rough outline of the game, along with characters and their rough descriptions. Along with this, he
provided me with a rough schedule of events that needed to take place. In short, just about everything you need to start writing
code.
At the same time that I was coming to appreciate Chris' organizational skills, I also grew to appreciate his writing. Writing the
type of erotica found in games combines the writing skills used in creating any work of fiction, with the ability to assemble
those words into interchangeable parts. You have to allow for the player to choose his or her own path in satisfying your virtual partner, while still having the whole scene work together. Time and again, Chris demonstrated his skill as I was copying
his words into the actions of characters within the game.
Lastly, I was greatly impressed with Chris' generosity. Many authors can be very protective of their game ideas. Chris was
willing, in fact happy, to allow me to make changes to the game, even to add my own characters if I wanted to. Of course, he
had final “script approval”, so to speak, but even so it was more than I expected to be allowed to play in his world.
The game was released to mild acceptance. Fair enough, I admit the game was neither of our best work. But still, it was a very
enjoyable experience working with Chris – one that I would gladly repeat.
Oh, and in case you're interested, Chris Cole withdrew/disappeared from the AIF community right in the middle of working
with myself and another author on the “Charmed” game. Right after I wrote this memoir, Chris Cole returned from the Internet
dead zone into which he had retreated. Welcome back, oh prodigal one! Chris and I have talked, and while we are both interested in resurrecting the "Charmed" game, right now isn't the best time. But, I still have all of the source material mothballed
away on my computer. You never know...
Knight Errant
Most of the first AIF games I played were Chris Cole's work, and in my mind he really set the bar for writing quality. Interestingly, in addition to inspiring dozens of imitators the fact that all his games are light on puzzles and characterization has inspired many authors to go in the opposite direction and create games that have more fully fleshed out characters. Chris also
pushed the boundaries in AIF by being the only author to come up with box art for his games and being one of the first authors
to introduce graphics into his games. ◆
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Inevitably this rapid fire rate of excellent games waned over time and eventually halted, because nobody could keep it up indefinitely. It is hard to keep writing AIF when you have already accomplished pretty much every goal that is open to you, and
Cole was at the top for a pretty long period of time. As I said, it was also not an era in which he stood out because of the lack
of other good authors – there was great work being done by others at the time, and so he succeeded in a very competitive era
of AIF.
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IE: Thanks for sitting down and talking with us today Erin. For those
few who might not be familiar with you, why don’t you start out by
telling us a bit about yourself?
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Erin: Well, I'm 23 years old and I teach fitness dancing at X-Treme
Fitness Fanatics. You may have seen me in that Northern Lager beer
The AIF Interviews
commercial last summer. I was the chick in the cowboy hat. But I suppose most of your readers know me from my time in school. I was a member of the Gamma Gals and our sorority had a bit of
a reputation.
So without further ado...
Favorite sexual position: reverse cowgirl
Most orgasms I've had in one day: ten or twelve
Most guys I've had sex with in one day: three (two blowjobs and one fucking)
Favorite movie: Good Will Hunting
Favorite food: strawberries and chocolate (seriously I can cum just by eating these together)
Favorite actor: Heath Ledger (RIP)
Turn ons: hot bodies, big cocks, big bank accounts, dancing, watching other people fuck
Turn offs: people who don't know how to party, out-of-shape guys, guys who get all gooey-eyed just because you fuck them,
cottage cheese
IE: That all seems pretty straight forward except for -- Good Will Hunting? Why that movie?
Erin: Matt and Ben. <Erin seems to think that answers everything>
IE: Probably the question on every guy’s mind that is reading this is how do we get a girlfriend like you?
Erin: Have a hot body and lots of money baby!
IE: Correct me if I’m wrong but you actually asked your boyfriend to come to your sorority and try his hardest to fuck every
one of your sorority sisters. How did you even come up with an idea like that and why did it turn you on so much?
Erin: <laughs> Doesn't it turn you on? It was fun. It was hot. It's not like we were serious or anything, I mean we were in
school. We had been joking about it for a while and then the more I thought about it, the more I got turned on. I knew he'd
come back to me in the end, so why not have a little fun? I'm sure everyone enjoyed hearing about it. It's gone down in school
history, probably second only to that crazy Panty Raid night.
<the door opens and Christopher Cole sticks his smiling head in> "That Panty Raid night is portrayed in the upcoming
"Gamma Gals: Panty Raid", coming soon to a computer near you.
Erin looks furious and turns to Cole. "Um, this is my interview. Get back to the car; I'll be out when I'm done."
The smile fades from Chris' face. "Yes, dear."
<he leaves and closes the door>
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or our interview this month, we are very happy to be able to talk
to a legend in the AIF community. Erin from The Gamma Gals is
one of the most memorable characters ever to appear in a game. Although this is not our mascot Erin, it is no simple coincidence that
they share a name.

But seriously, I was young and in school. Would I do it again? Probably not; at least not with my boyfriend. Now talking some
other guy into doing it...
IE: Panty Raid night? That sounds interesting. Anything you would like to share with us about that?
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IE: When you came up with the idea, did you ever really think that he would be able to pull it off? Which girl surprised you
the most and why?
Erin: I didn't think he would get it on with all of them, and depending on who tells the story, he didn't. I didn't witness every
single one of course. I knew Krista would be tough, and I was a little surprised at Heather. Kelly too was a bit of a surprise. I
knew pretty much all the rest would be jumping down his pants though.
IE: It was your idea and he did his best to carry it out but after it was all done did you still think it was as good an idea? Was
there any jealously involved either during or after the fact?
Erin: Why would there be? It was just sex. He got off, I got off, a lot of the gals got off. I'm sure a lot of students get up to a
lot worse. But as I said, I probably wouldn't do it again. I'm older now and if I was serious about someone, I wouldn't do it.
Swingers parties maybe, but not so many girls in a row.
IE: You are obviously a very sexual girl as were many of your sisters. Did you ever get together with any of them?
Erin: There were one or two nights along those lines. Lots of nude girls walking around all the time and sometimes drinking
involved. Plus we all knew Krista liked girls so we fooled around a little and teased a little. Nothing serious but some touching
and kissing and girly stuff. It was much more fun teasing and torturing the boys though.
IE: You may know that the spokeswoman for our newsletter (that sounds better than mascot doesn’t it?) is named Erin. You
might also know that the fact that you share your name with her is more than just coincidence. What do you think about her
being named after you?
Erin: It's cool. The thought of guys and gals getting off reading about me or thinking about me is still kinda hot. And having
people think that much of me, for good or for bad, is flattering.
IE: I would like to thank you again for taking time out of your no doubt busy schedule to talk with us. It was a pleasure to
hear what you’ve been up to since college. And for those few of you who haven’t read the account of her college years, I urge
to you pick up The Gamma Gals today. Available anywhere fine AIF is sold. ◆

H

ere they are. Reviews for all 18 of Christopher Cole’s AIF
games. Two of the reviews (Mount Voluptuous and Warlock)
have appeared in previous issues of the newsletter. Two others
(Encounter 1 and Prom Night) were reviewed by A. Bomire, A.
Ninny, and others prior to the start of the newsletter and posted online
at that time. The latter two include multiple reviews by different reviewers. These are all reprinted here for completeness sake. The
other 14 games were reviewed by members of the newsletter staff specifically for this issue.
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As has been discussed lately on the AIF Archive, reviews are primarily an opinion of one person. While it is true that we endeavor to be
objective in our reviews, it is also true that we are all human and personal opinions and prejudices are bound to sneak in. If you read a review here (or in any issue) that you really don’t agree
with, I invite you to write your own and submit it to us.
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Erin: Well, it happened after I left so I wasn't there to witness it first hand. The Lambda Lads had some sort of Panty Raid
night where they drew lots to see who went to what sorority. I guess the idea was that the Lad who came back with the most
panties would win a date with Boom Boom Bonnie. Well, it was a smashing success (depending on how you look at it) especially at the Gamma Gals' house where things got really crazy with sex, violence, the Dean getting involved, and general mayhem. Some of it was caught on cam and you can see it at some website or other.

Inside Erin recognizes its responsibility to present opposing viewpoints whenever we’re in the mood.
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The reviews appear in chronological order by release date of the game. Front and back box covers pictured were created by
Joe Slash.
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Lara Croft: The Sun Obelisk
Encounter 4: Mrs. Parker
Dear Brian
The Studio
Diary of a Stripper
Santa Baby
Mount Voluptuous
Pool Party
Warlock
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Camp Windy Lake
A Review by Purple Dragon
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:

Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Camp Windy Lake (V1.2)
Christopher Cole
January 2002
Adrift 3.9
113KB
mf, mff, underage (as young as 12yo)
The following are optional and very brief:
mm, incest, rape
T&AIF
Medium
September 2008
None

Basic Story
It’s your last year as at Camp Windy Lake. In additional to the normal camp activities of sports, swimming, and ghost stories
around the campfire, you have one very specific goal in mind this year. Barb is the head female counselor. You have lusted
over her, fantasized about her, and now it’s time to try to do something about it.
Overall Thoughts
This was Chris Cole’s first game and it’s a fairly ambitious one for a first attempt (15 character and about 25 rooms). Most
people tend to start smaller for a first game and it is usually a good idea, but in this case, I think he pulled it off. The game is
not perfect by any means but it avoids any game-killing bugs (that I could find) and it’s fun.
If you have not played the game yet and are planning to, you should know that the underage theme is very prominent throughout. The PC is a 14 year old boy and most of his sexual encounters are with his fellow campers who are the same age, or even
younger, than himself. It is basically a coming-of-age story, although, since this is AIF, a very unrealistic and oversexed one.
Taken in that spirit there is some enjoyment to be had here, but if you have a major problem with underage sex in any form,
then this is definitely one you should skip.
The additional content that I list above should be much less of a deterrent to playing the game, since the only way you will be
subjected to any of it is if you actively seek it out. You’re not into rape? Then don’t try to rape anyone -- simple.
Puzzles/Game Play
There is nothing really fancy about the puzzles in the game, but nothing really bad about them either. They are mostly of the
“find item/give item” variety. Talking to the characters (especially Simon) gives you clues about what you need to do to
“unlock” each girl and in some cases, you don’t need to do anything at all. The game is fairly open and, for the most part, you
can make your conquests of the girls in any order you like with the exception of Barb. Since she is the ultimate goal, consummating your relationship with her is the end of the game. There are also one or two of the girls who can be interacted with in
more than one location, which is a nice little touch.
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Camp Windy Lake
Encounter 1: Tim's Mom
The Gamma Gals
Doctor Who and the Vortex of Lust
Encounter 2: The Study Group
Eterna Corp
Encounter 3: Lynn's Sleepover
Prom Night
Camp Windy Lake: Part 2
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Sex

The sex itself also varies from girl to girl. Some encounters are limited to just a couple of actions, while others give you much
more freedom to explore. I like this because following the same pattern (kiss girl, rub tits, rub ass, rub pussy, lick tits, etc)
over and over again tends to get boring after the second or third girl in a single game.
If I have a complaint about the sex in the game it would be that there is not enough of it. Or rather, the number of commands
is fine, but I would like to have seen a bit more detail in some of the key scenes.
Technical
The game has a few technical problems but for the most part they tend to be minor ones. The environment is pretty sparsely
furnished, mostly limited to the items that you will actually need to finish the game. There is also the classic clothing mistake
that most of the games from this era (at least those that used clothes at all) suffered from. The PC starts out wearing shorts and
a t-shirt, but you can remove them on the first turn, leave them in your cabin, and play the entire game naked. Characters will
not respond to your nakedness and indeed, at times the game still mentions that you are dressed. A common problem but not
really that much of a big deal.
One thing that was a bit more annoying is that there appears to be a problem with some of the synonyms in the game. In most
games the commands, “touch [girl’s] tits” and “rub [girl’s] tits” do exactly the same thing. Actually, that is the case here as
well -- most of the time. In a couple of cases you must use the word “touch” since “rub” will simply not be recognized. Even
here, the areas I found this problem are not key to finishing the game so you can get around it (although not with the max
points).
Final Thoughts
The variety of girls and sexual situations gets a thumbs up. For the most part, the game is lighthearted and fun to play. Although lack of detail in some key scenes and a few technical problems knock off a few point, it is still well worth the trip.
Rating: B-

Encounter 1: Tim’s Mom
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:

Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Overall Rating:

Encounter 1: Tim’s Mom
Christopher Cole
June 5, 2002
ADRIFT 3.9
99KB
m/f, underage (PC is 15), voyeurism
Light, very optional content includes the
following: watersports, rape
ANW
Short
November 2004
B+
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There are both good and bad things about the sex in this game. First, there are a lot of different girls and I think he did a good
job of distinguishing each of them. They vary in age from 12 to 19, in appearance from skinny to voluptuous, in personality
from shy to bitchy. None of them are particularly deep characters but they at least feel different from one another rather than
just the same girl over and over again.

Basic Story
You play a 15 year old high school student who goes over to his best friend's house to mow the lawn while your friend, Tim,
and his father are out of town on an extended fishing trip. You've always had the hots for your friend's mother, Rochelle, who
happens to be home. You mow her lawn, then the two of you strike up a conversation, and then more than a conversation as
you move the fun indoors.
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A Review by A. Bomire
Overall thoughts

Puzzles/Game Play
As I mentioned above, there are very few puzzles in this game. Most of them have to do with what you can't do, as opposed to
what you can. Without giving anything away, there are quite a few areas of the game where if you follow your natural AIF inclinations the game will be over fairly quickly. The few puzzles that lead to having more interaction with Rochelle are not all
that difficult, and there aren't that many of them. Some players may have difficulty with the puzzles only because they are used
to typical "treasure hunt" type of games: girl wants item, give item to girl, have sex with girl. This game has no such puzzles.
In fact, the first couple of puzzles do nothing other than advance the game; they have almost nothing to do with your personal
interaction with Rochelle (other than one voyeuristic experience). I think this has more to do with ADRIFT's task-oriented approach to gaming than anything else.
Sex
As with most Christopher Cole games, the emphasis is on writing hot sex, and he follows through in a style that we've come to
expect from this author. You can have sex with Rochelle in various positions and various rooms all over the house, and in
each situation the description is varied. As with most games by the same author, the writing is very well done. You really don't
have to worry about any sexual progression (i.e. you can't rub this until after you've licked that). The one thing that I found
odd is that your interactions with Rochelle are limited in the backyard, for fear of being spotted by the neighbors. This makes
sense, and I can go along with it. What bothers me a bit is that some things are allowed in the backyard, like rubbing her tits or
when she puts her hand down your trunks. These are definitely things that the neighbors would not misconstrue as something
innocent. These are really nit-picking though, and the rest of the game is well done.
Technical
While this game doesn't have any misspellings, grammatical or game crashing types of errors, there are a couple things that the
average user may find odd. This is an early game of Christopher Cole's, so his synonyms aren't as refined as they are in later
games. For example, you can 'x tits' but not 'x breasts'. And although most places in the game 'rub ass' will provide a response,
there is one place in the game where you can get a default 'You can't do that here' message. Again, these are somewhat nitpicking as the game overall is error free.
Intangibles
I think the thing that draws me back to this game on occasion is that Christopher Cole goes beyond the typical AIF game in
developing the character of Rochelle, who is atypical for most AIF games. First off, Rochelle is described as being a woman in
her 40's, an age that some in our community would consider ancient! (Note: I am basing this upon other games where I've read
descriptions of "old" women who were in their low 30's.) Even beyond that, she is described as having a "slight hint of grey"
in her hair and as Christopher Cole describes her: "She's not what you would normally call beautiful, but she isn't ugly either".
To me, she is a little more real, and a little more attractive, because of this. She represents that woman you had a crush on
when you were 15. Maybe she lived next door, or down the street, or indeed she was the mother of one of your friends.
Rating: B+
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This is a pretty short game, and is the first in a series of games by the same author in what he terms his "Encounter" series.
This game is a typical "A Night With" type of game, in that there isn't really much to the game as a game. I normally find
these types of games disappointing, because they are typically a first effort by a new author testing his/her writing wings. In
this case, Christopher Cole had a couple of games out when he wrote this game, and I played it because I had enjoyed his
other games so much. Fans of the author who are expecting one of his normal sex romps will be slightly disappointed to discover that there is only one NPC in this game, but the amount of sex you can have with that character more than makes up for
that. Overall, I found the game to be enjoyable and well-written.
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A Review by A. Ninny
Overall thoughts

As a whole, however, Rochelle’s relationship with the PC doesn’t ring true for me. This is a fundamental problem, and therefore detracts from my enjoyment. First of all, what does she see in him that leads her to be seduced? That is never really
explained and ends up being a hole in the narrative. But allowing that she is seduced by our hero, the stuff that happens during the sex acts just seems too unlikely. Perhaps from the perspective of a fifteen year-old’s fantasy, this is how sex with
Rochelle would play out – with him in control (or at least equal to her) and knowledgeable about all aspects of a woman’s
body and her sexual needs. The text of the game belies this, telling me that this is the first time I’ve ever touched a pussy.
The expectation, therefore, is that Rochelle and the PC will act their respective ages – for her to be the mature one in this little
relationship and in so doing provide significant sexual schooling to our young PC.
Sex
The sex in this game is practically endless. For each of four locations there is the usual litany of sex acts to perform. Each is
nicely detailed and Chris has made a concerted effort to keep them varied in order to maintain a player’s interest. I particularly liked that the very first sex scenes you came across convey the PC’s sense of wonder at successfully seducing Rochelle (a
plethora of exclamation points makes sure you don’t miss that). Each sex act, once performed at a particular location, will be
repeated verbatim if performed again at that same location, which makes it imperative that the player try out the various rooms
if he wants different sex. Since Rochelle makes for an appealing sex partner, you don’t really mind dragging her around the
house with you.
My complaint about it follows from what I said earlier: the sex, while lovingly crafted, is generic. It has too little to do with
the illicit nature of the situation, nor the personae of the characters performing the acts.
Technical
While the important parts of the game are reasonably clean, it does have some glitches. There are missing environment objects (the swimming pool doesn’t seem to actually exist, for example), missing vocabulary, and some oddities with the bathroom window and the ladder, with her bathing suit (you can take it but she still comes out wearing it), and other low-level
stuff. None of this really harms the game in a serious way. The only real complaint I have was that it took a bit of guessing to
come up with the command to make Rochelle leave the backyard. A pointer on that, folks: read the readme file.
Puzzles/Game play
The puzzles in Tim’s Mom are minimal. They aren’t really even puzzles, just a few things you do to get Rochelle warmed up.
Still, they are actions that make sense in context. They do their job and move the story along. This is welcome: in a short
game you don’t want to get bogged down. Chris also provided a complete solution in his readme for any cabbages that may
happen to play the game.
Intangibles
For a small game, it feels very full of stuff to do, even when Rochelle isn’t around. You can poke through her laundry, taste
her dildo, etc. Players are encouraged to explore the small environment and try stuff.
Final Thoughts
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Encounters 1: Tim’s Mom has an acceptably-well developed story, is engaging, offers several paths to success (or failure) and
is easy to play. It is also reasonably hot. It features a slew of well-written sex acts and offers players the opportunity to do the
same things numerous times in different locations and to be rewarded with different descriptions. In fact, there are more sex
acts than a casual player is likely to find. You start feeling like your character has had enough orgasms well before you get
close to the fifty-point maximum.

The game has an acceptable (if somewhat incomplete) story and competent programming. It has well-written, varied sex that
unfortunately doesn’t match the characters that are having it, and therefore, fails to convince.
Rating: B-
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A Review by S. Welland
Overall Thoughts

Puzzles/Game play
The puzzles and game play followed a logical progression that led to hot sex throughout the house. It may have been my simple-minded train of thought that left me “wait”ing and trying moves throughout the house to finally get Rochelle into the pool.
Not until I had exhausted all other attempts did it finally dawn on me how to get her into the pool. For the short game that it is,
the puzzles and the rewards for solving them were a perfect mix.
Sex
HOT! As I mentioned before, I can only assume that many of us have had just such the fantasy as presented here, and the sex
scenes were well written. Being able to repeat the commands throughout the house without being greeted by the same responses to those commands added to the overall draw. Knowing I could call Rochelle to the next room and start anew made
me forget I was playing with only one NPC.
Technical
Very few technical issues we were found while I was playing, and those that I did find were small. For example, picking up
Rochelle’s bra, I was told there was a label on the bra. When I tried to read it, it informed me that I saw no such thing, READ
BRA worked, though.
Also, even when Rochelle was wearing the bathing suit, examining it gave you the response as if she had never put it on – “…
that rack would look amazing in it.” Oh, and one misspelled word – rhythm.
It may appear that I’m being extremely picky, but with this well-written story, that is all that is left to point out, a few small
typos.
Final thoughts
Encounter 1: Tim’s Mom being the first of four encounters left me ready to start the rest of the series, which I intend to do.
Rating: A+
A Review by VISOR (Vladimir I(v)an Seamusovich O’Rourke)
Overall Thoughts
Let us consider the phenomenon known as Christopher Cole. Why is he considered the de facto head of AIF and the man who,
we are sure, will bestow upon AIF the respect we so crave? Consider his record. Most AIF creators make one or two great
games then either retire from the genre or vanish completely. Chris Cole made 12 games, all bug free, all well written. He even
collaborated on two of those games with other people, proving that his goal was not self-promotion but the creation of good
games. Finally, the continual petty attacks got to him and he left the genre, like so many before. And Then He Came Back. It
should be made clear that what distinguishes Cole is not that he is prolific, or indeed profligate, but that he continually holds
himself and his games to the highest level of quality and insists that everyone else do the same. Which is why he gets yelled at
all the time. Although he has done many excellent full-length games, part of his fame rests on his short games, with their limited rooms and small numbers of NPC’s. Before Chris these games were usually variations of “A Night With That Female
Television Character That I Fantasize About” Chris has done his own work in this field creating both a Lara Croft and Dr.
Who game, but it is his original work, like Encounter 1: Tim’s Mom that have really left their mark on the genre.
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Christopher Cole remains at the top of my list for authors in AIF for all of his works, and these short encounters are another
fine example of his work. I have played a few 1 NPC games and usually find them to be missing much of a plot, but this game
was an exception.
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Puzzles/Game play

Sex
Hot. Interactive. Varied. The heart of the game. Chris Cole knows how to write erotica. He is also not shy about including embarrassing moments that do occur during the heat of passion, so that his sex scenes always feel real. It should be noted here
that your character is under age (15) and Chris tries hard to bring some of that innocence to the character.
Final Thoughts
As I have said, this game is most noticeable not for what it contains in and of itself, but in the impact it has had, the most notable example being a replay of almost the entire game, only from the woman’s perspective, in Dear Brian. Chris has written
more complex games with better puzzles and deeper characters, but this small little package captures the essence of all that
AIF should be.
Rating: A-

The Gamma Gals
A Review by Knight Errant
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

The Gamma Gals
Christopher Cole
June 19, 2002
ADRIFT 3.9
277KB (zipped)
m/f, m/f/f, f/f
T&AIF
Medium
September 2008
None

Basic Story
Your girlfriend wants you to have sex with all the girls in her sorority.
Overall Thoughts
This is a classic T&AIF. Characters are shallow and puzzles are simple, the real focus of this game is on the sex. With ten different girls to fuck, there's plenty of sex to be had here. However, beyond the game itself, Gamma Gals is one of the earlier
AIF games, and so for many of us this game has a good dose of nostalgia.
Puzzles/Gameplay
Mostly pretty simple. Some involve the typical bringing objects to people, some are more complicated like find a bit of information and tell it to a character, but overall the obstacles to sex are set rather low.
Sex
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The plot of the game is simplicity itself. You are a teenage boy trying to get it on with a MILF. Therefore, the puzzles are
quite simple as the whole point is to get to the sex. However, since Encounter 1 is an early work of Cole’s the game does not
flow as smoothly as his later work does. I found myself hung up briefly trying to get Rochelle to use the pool and I had a bit of
problem manipulating the ladder. Nowadays Cole is very careful to resolve any ambiguousness in commands.

Plenty! Sex is the focal point of the game, and it shows. It's hot and frequent, with a good variety of sex acts possible with
each girl. The descriptions tend to be more sparse than I prefer, but it's still good. It's all cutscene-based, so there's only one
description available for each action, and in several places different actions generate the same description.
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Technical

Intangibles
It's difficult to make a game of this size. Unfortunately, as Gamma Gals goes on, more and more actions redirect to the same
description, ultimately the earlier scenes are longer and hotter than the later scenes, including the finale of fucking Stacey.
Final Thoughts
Gamma Gals is still a fun game after all these years, but it's not as good as it could have been. It feels almost as if Chris Cole
bit off more than he could chew with this game, and it may have been even hotter by cutting back on the number of girls and
spending more time on fewer scenes. Still, if what you're looking for is a game where you can fuck a wide variety of girls without having to work hard for it, then Gamma Gals is your game.
Rating: B-

Doctor Who and the Vortex of Lust
A Review by ‘trix
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Doctor Who and the Vortex of Lust
Christopher Cole
July 5, 2002
Adrift 3.9
160 KB (+ 260 KB of pictures)
m/f
SF / Fanfic
Short
September 2008
Pictures (non-sexual)

Basic Story
Doctor Who is a British science fiction TV series that ran from 1963 to 1989 (revived but very different in 2005) about a man
from another planet in a time-travelling police phone box. You're the Doctor's latest companion. The TARDIS hits a temporal
storm, as a result of which the TARDIS is full of old Doctor Who companions who want to have sex. Also there's a Dalek.
Overall Thoughts
It's weird to think that Doctor Who has followers outside of the UK, especially old Doctor Who. But Mr Cole is obviously a
Who fanboy who knows more about old Doctor Who companions than I can remember from my early childhood. Thankfully
the companions include Ace (who dressed punk but spoke with an RP accent), Sarah Jane (who was a feisty reporter) and
Leela (who dresses in scraps of leather and likes stabbing people), which are my favourites, which was reason enough for me
to want to play it.
Puzzles/Gameplay
The gameplay is very reminiscent of some of the XTrek games: you wander around the TARDIS, find a room with a girl in it,
and have sex with her. The cool thing about that is the geek-appeal of playing a story set in a world you've seen on TV that
captured your imagination, and you're (reading about) having sex with characters that you know and like. The puzzles are
fairly minimal: meet the girl, go find the macguffin, give the girl the macguffin and then have sex (only sluts have sex without
getting a macguffin).
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Like most Adrift 3.9 games, technical problems can pop up if you convert it and run it with the 4.0 runner. However, as long
as you run it in the interpreter it was designed for, Gamma Gals has very few technical problems. In one or two places there
are missing decorative objects, and you don't seem to be able to strip the girls manually. Like many Adrift games, sometimes
the game requires specific commands that may be hard to guess, particularly with the rum and coke puzzle.
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Sex

Technical
There are no serious technical flaws in the game. The pictures seem a little redundant: just shots of the characters, fully
clothed -- if you know the characters you don't need them, and if you don't, what do you care? -- but they don't detract from the
game.
There's some pretty obvious alternative ways of phrasing commands that are neglected, but one makes allowances for Adrift
games, and it's nothing that should spoil anyone's enjoyment of the game.
Intangibles
I like fan-games. I'm not a total Doctor Who geek, but any game using characters or settings that I already know and like has
an immediate advantage over other games. It's a shame that the Doctor himself hardly appears, but I guess that wouldn't be the
game Mr Cole was aiming to write.
Final thoughts
It seems to me that to really appreciate this game, you have to be familiar with old Doctor Who companions. Even if you've
seen new Doctor Who and know the basic setup, you're not going to get the benefit of knowing who these characters you're
fucking are, in which case it would be a pretty ordinary (though well-written) game. But on the other hand, if you're a real
Doctor Who fan, not a fair-weather friend like me, it might really reverse your neutron flow. I don't know what that means, but
it's something Doctor Who used to do a lot.
Rating: C

Encounter 2: The Study Group
A Review by BBBen
Game Info:
Author:
Released:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Encounter 2: The Study Group ver1.3
Christopher Cole
August 14, 2002
ADRIFT 3.9
118KB
mf, ff
Sex romp
On the longer side of short
August 2008
None

Basic Plot
The second of the Encounter series is, like the others, a small-scale, real world fantasy situation. In this case a group of high
school students - one guy and three hot girls – get together to do a school project. Once finished they have some drinks and
start a game of truth or dare. A good old fashioned teenage fantasy.
Overall thoughts
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In any Chris Cole game, the writing is generally the strongest asset. The sex scenes are all fun and sexy and diverse enough to
stay interesting, and it's fun to see how each of the familiar characters will be portrayed. There's nothing very innovative in the
sex scenes, but they're well-written.

A while back I wrote a mini-review for this game on the old AIF Community Portal, in which I gave it a 10/10. This should
give you an idea of how highly I regard it in my personal list of AIF favourites, but for a newsletter review I should probably
endeavour to be a little bit more objective.
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This is a great example of one of those Chris Cole games that really has a convincing “fantastic day in a real life” feel to it.
Sure, it’s not something that’s likely to happen, but I had enough promiscuous female friends in high school to believe the
game – particularly if the PC goes to the right type of school and moves in the right social circles.
Puzzles/Gameplay

For the sake of balance, however, I should mention that this gameplay mechanic can be a little annoying. You discover how
many drinks you need to give each girl through trial and error and very carefully plying them with alcohol and helping them
get aroused each time they don’t seem willing to do something. It requires ‘undoing’ or saving and loading to feel your way
through the whole game (or restarting altogether, since it’s a short game), and Cole adds, as is his wont, a few red herrings. In
this case there are a few sexual ‘dares’ that you can try to convince the girls to do that they will not do no matter how much
booze they drink and no matter how horny they get, and this could be frustrating for players that expect AIF games to be a bit
more forthcoming with the sex (though I personally found that the system simply increased the game’s tension, which was a
positive in my book).
The other thing worth mentioning here is that the game, while not totally linear, does have a reasonable amount of handholding in terms of getting the right commands. This is forgivable because the gameplay challenge is more about the balancing
of alcohol and arousal, but I should point out that this game does not contain traditional puzzles, secrets, etc.
Sex
This subject largely crosses over with the “puzzles/gameplay” heading, but I will mention that Chris Cole knows how to write
a sex scene, and this game is no exception. The descriptions are detailed, the sexual tension is extremely hot, and this is one of
those games that doesn’t need to get ultra-dirty to turn you on.
Technical
The 1.3 release that is current (and most likely final) is technically clean, and I found no bugs. The game is slightly ambitious
for its size, in that it attempts features that are not totally standard for ADRIFT.
Intangibles
This is a character-oriented game, and the characters are very enjoyable. Cara is probably the one that stands out the most of
all (though others may disagree), and she returned by popular demand in Chris Cole’s later collaboration with A. Bomire:
Pool Party. There are conversation options in addition to the ‘truth’ challenges that help you get to know the characters quite
well for such a compact game (it’s not a tiny game, but there is only one room, after all).
Final thoughts
This is an innovative and hot game that is believable, original and yet classic in its style all at the same time. It’s one of my
personal favourites, and one of the reasons I got into writing AIF myself. If you haven’t played Encounter 2 then download it
and play it now. This is compulsory playing for AIF fans.
Rating: A
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Enc2 does not have a whole lot of the standard, full-on, hardcore sex (it’s mostly foreplay and build-up, though there is some
release to be had if you work for it). Instead, the sex and puzzles are integrated together quite effectively as you try to make
sure the girls are drunk enough to lose their inhibitions (as are you yourself), but not drunk enough to pass out. The game is
actually a very nice example of a game that does not have or need a traditional SSS (a sex scene with all the usual rub/lick/
fuck interactive commands).
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Eterna Corp
A Review by A. Bomire
Eterna Corp
Christopher Cole
October 7, 2002
TADS 2
142KB
mf
T&AIF
Short
September 2008
None

Basic Story
You play an executive at the Eterna Corp, a company in the virtual reality business. You come to the office on the weekend
and discover your co-worker, Shelly Rainer, has completed a virtual reality program. The program is just a demo, using herself as a model, and she doesn't want you to see it before she changes it. Of course, this means your goal is to gain access to
the program.
Overall Thoughts
This game is Chris Cole's one (and only) foray into the programming world of TADS. At least, it is the only TADS game that
he didn't co-author with someone else. It is extremely small and short - almost a mini-comp game. The game is really a test of
the TADS programming system, and isn't meant to be a full game. It is, however, fully playable with puzzles and a full sex
scene.
Puzzles/Game Play
There are a couple of puzzles in this game, but most of them are fairly easy. The only really challenging puzzle (and trust me,
it isn't that challenging) is getting the key to your co-worker's office. After that, the rest of the game proceeds fairly quickly.
Sex
The sex in this game is typical of what you will see in any Chris Cole game. It is fairly well written, but nothing really exciting
or unusual. Once again, the game is a demo and plays that way.
Technical
There isn't a whole lot to this game, and as such there isn't a whole that can be technically wrong. I found only one small bug
in the game where something I entered provided no response, but other than that it is fairly technically clean.
Final Thoughts
This game is short and sweet. As I mentioned, Chris Cole wrote this game as a test of using TADS instead of ADRIFT to create games. As such, the game plays like a test. It isn't bad - the game is a full game - but it isn't a great game either. Overall, I'd
compare it to a mini-comp game.
Rating: B-
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Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:
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Encounter 3: Lynn’s Sleepover
A Review by Purple Dragon
Encounter 3: Lynn’s Sleepover
Christopher Cole
October 21, 2002
ADRIFT
1.1MB (zipped with pictures)
ff, voyeurism, underage (PC is 15yo)
ONS
Short
September 2008
Pictures

Basic Story
Your sister Lynn is having a friend over to spend the night. You overheard them talking about plans for the night, which involve taking pictures of each other for their boyfriends. You have recently found an old heating grill in your closet that looks
right into Lynn’s room and you plan on having a ringside seat to the photo shoot.
Overall Thoughts
If you’re looking for a game with heavy sexual contact then this isn’t the one you’re looking for. Heaven knows that Chris
certainly has more than a few games to choose from if that’s what you’re looking for, but the focus here is on spying and not
the sex. This isn’t a bad thing (in my opinion anyway), just different.
You are dropped into the shoes of a 15-year-old boy and Chris did a good job of developing the character and showing you
what he is all about. Don’t neglect taking a good look around your room. Here you will find the posters, magazines, and
Internet stuff that most 15 year olds are supposed to have. Cliché yes, but it’s a cliché for a reason.
Puzzles/Game Play
The game play here is different from most other AIF titles. There are none of the typical sexual commands and no point system. Instead, the object is to spy on your sister and her friend, and try to collect all the pictures included with the game.
There also aren’t really any puzzles to speak of. There are a couple of things that could have been puzzles, but since the
games tells you exactly what to type at those points, they can hardly be considered such.
Sex
Since the main NPC in the game is your sister, you may wonder why I didn’t include “incest” in the list of contents above.
This is because there is no direct sexual contact between you and your sister. In fact, I might have been able to leave off the
underage warning since there is actually no sexual contact between the PC and anyone else at all (except for himself and you’d
pretty much expect that from a 15 year old boy).
This game is all about voyeurism. There are a couple of opportunities to spy on your sister and in one case, her friend Brianna
is also there. Basically, the game involves putting yourself in a position to do the spying and then using commands to watch
what is going on. To make the scenes a bit fuller, a few extra commands were added so ‘x lynn’, ‘look at lynn’, and ‘watch
lynn’ will actually give you three different responses. In addition to this, the commands may also give a different response the
second time you try them, or depending on whether the girl you’re looking at is clothed or not. The possible commands are
rounded out by being able to examine the individual body parts of the girls.
The nice thing about the system is that many of the commands (including the body part commands) will give a mini-cutscene.
So, for instance, typing ‘x lynn’s pussy’ might give you just a description of her pussy at one point, but in the right situation,
may instead tell you what she (or someone else) is doing to it at the moment.
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Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Technical
The game is technically clean, but then again, it doesn’t really attempt anything very complicated. One of the stated goals of
the game is to try to see all the pictures available. It would have been nice if the game had tracked these for you rather than, as
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the readme file suggests, having to keep track of them yourself with paper and pen.
Final Thoughts

Rating: B

Prom Night
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:
Overall Rating:

Prom Night
Sir Gareth and Christopher Cole
December 31, 2002
TADS 2
183K
m/f, f/f, m/f/f, voyeurism,
(possible) underage
PF
Long
January 2005
1 Picture
B+

Basic Plot
It is the night of your senior prom, which is being held in a local hotel. You are attending with the lovely Laurie, a girl you’ve
been drooling over all through high school and still can't believe agreed to accompany you. You're hoping that tonight will be
the night the two of you can get together. Fortunately for you, if things don't work out there are still plenty of your other classmates around as well.
A Review by A. Ninny
Overall thoughts
Prom Night is one of the most repayable games out there. It is very well balanced between puzzles and sex, it has good characters and well-designed and described settings. You play a high school senior arriving at prom with your dream date, but she
starts off a bit chilly towards you. In fact, at one point she leaves you for an extended period of time to go to the bathroom.
This gives you the opportunity to explore the surroundings and the available entertainment. Of course, the entertainment to
be had exploring is far more entertaining than hanging out with Laurie. Thinking back at my own senior prom, I probably did
not spend near enough time apart from my date or I (apparently) would have had a lot more fun.
The puzzles and solutions thereto add great irreverent atmosphere to the game. The PC has a bit of a fuck-all attitude and
seems to enjoy taking advantage of the situations. Even though he’s an anonymous PC (you enter your own name), he comes
to life better than most unnamed and even some named PC’s. The female characters are also reasonably well-rendered and
none of them seem too flat or stereotyped.
Sex
I found the sex in Prom Night to be varied and immersive. No common commands or scenarios are omitted from the sex
scenes, and the descriptions are very detailed. Also, the NPC’s are more aggressive than in most games, and will occasionally
call you back in for more sex if you try to leave. The three-way in the game is one of the better three-ways I’ve come across,
and it was well deserving of the Erin in that category last year. The scene that takes place in the pitch black room was also
extremely hot.
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I’ve mentioned a couple of times that this game is all about voyeurism. That is what the game claims to be, and that is what it
is. I think it’s a refreshing change from the normal ‘fuck anything that moves’ type of game (not that there is anything wrong
with those by any means) and shows that not all AIF games have to follow the same format. While the sex is limited and
pretty tame by Chris’ and other authors normal standards, what is here is still well written and hot and produces an enjoyable
little romp.
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Technical

Puzzles/Game play
The aforementioned abandonment of Laurie during the course of the game makes it seem, at times, like you’re on the wrong
track, even when you’re not. Conscientious players will have a difficult time suspending their disbelief at how badly the date
goes for Laurie. You only have to look at the top of the TADS screen (the turn counter is a clock) to see how much time
you’ve spent with other women and how little with her. If I were she I’d leave me. Instead, for a long while she sits at a table
in the ballroom and is a rock. You apparently can’t make her get up, not to dance, not for anything. This is my main complaint about the flow of the game. There should be more urgency to solve Laurie.
As to the puzzles, I found about half of them to be reasonable and half somewhat counterintuitive, if not altogether difficult.
There are several points in the game where there is only one possible course of action, but you can spend ages wandering
around trying to find it – and the map isn’t even that big.
Intangibles
The game has some fun ‘bonus’ voyeuristic scenes and a couple of alternate endings that help round it out and make it seem
like a finished piece of work.
Final Thoughts
Prom Night is a game that I return to every now and then, mainly because the sex is so well written. I think the flow of the
game is awkward, and the sex scenarios a bit contrived, but overall a strong effort.
Rating: B

A Review by A. Bomire
Overview
This was a thoroughly enjoyable game. It plays out pretty much as you'd expect - meeting girls from your school and getting it
on with them - but there are some interesting twists and turns along the way that really surprise you. As can be expected from
two such authors as these (Sir Gareth who compiled the SEX.T library used in so many other games, and Christopher Cole
whose list of credits is much too long to go into here), it is well-written and fun.
Puzzles/Game Play
The game played very well - at only one point was I wandering about not knowing what to do or where to go next. It turns out
I missed a whole section of the ballroom, so that was really my own fault. Most of the puzzles were fairly easy, although there
were a couple that required some thought and careful examining of your environment. The only part of the game that bugged
me was a scene with one girl in a pool hall. The only reason that it bothered me is that it is such a public place; it just didn't
seem right to me, somehow.
Technical
This game has very few technical problems. There are a few wrong words used here and there, and a number of locations
where something mentioned in the description is missing, or just missing a noun. For example, your date, Laurie, is described
as wearing a gown made by Armani. However, you can't examine her 'gown', only her dress. However, things like this are
really minor and the average player will only find them if he is really looking for them. One other minor technical glitch is the
‘clock’. At the top of the screen is a clock letting you know what time it is. This is an obvious realistic addition, except that it
can lead to some unrealistic scenarios – such as a prom that runs for 24 hours or more if you spend enough time just wandering about or pressing “z”. Again, a minor problem in the overall game design, which actually tells you how well designed the
game is – I have to look for stuff that is wrong with it.
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The main technical glitches I’ve found are some missing vocabulary and a grammar error every now and then. I also found a
few wardrobe malfunctions that do not detract from the game. A few extra commands pertaining driving, entering and leaving
the car would also have been welcome – it offers a few guess-the-verb entanglements. Otherwise, the game seems very technically sound.
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Sex

Intangibles
What I liked best about this game wasn't the stuff you expect to find in this type of game, but the stuff you don't expect. I'd
love to tell you all about some of it, but I think that would really spoil the game, so I won't. So there!
Final Thoughts
The game was a joy to play. It was well written, hot, and full of fun surprises. Despite being full of seemingly every cliche
about the high school prom, it managed to come off as fresh and new. I thoroughly enjoyed it, and hope you do as well.
Rating: A-

Camp Windy Lake: Part 2
A Review by Purple Dragon
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Camp Windy Lake: Part 2
Christopher Cole
Feb 4, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
188KB
mf, voyeurism, underage (17yo)
T&AIF
Med-Long
September 2008
Easter Eggs (see below)

Basic Story
It has been five years since your last summer as a camper here. Now you’re back, this time as a counselor. It’s the last weekend before the campers arrive and most of the setup work has been done. There is just enough time to have a little fun before
the kids show up on Monday.
Overall Thoughts
This sequel to Camp Windy Lake was released just over one year after the original and it seems to me that the author used the
time to really hone his skills. Although there are more similarities between the two games than differences, nearly everything
works and feels better this time around. It is more liner than its predecessor, which can be a down point, but the pacing is so
good that, in this case, I didn’t really consider it as such.
If you avoided the first installment because of the underage issues then you should have significantly fewer problems with this
game. There is one girl who is 17 years old, which isn’t even underage in all parts of the world, and even where it is, it just
doesn’t seem to have the same jailbait feel that the first game provoked.
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The sex in this game is well done, and hot. There is something for just about everyone - sex in a public place, voyeurism, girls
of varying body type and even a threesome. The girls will even take the initiative sometimes. What you may not expect, and is
a part of every good game, is that the girls have distinct personalities, and this holds true even during the sex scenes. This is
something that I found really refreshing, and enjoyed the quiet shyness of Jen as much as the raunchy "anything goes" attitude
of Debbie.

Puzzles/Game Play
The puzzles are even fewer than in the original. It is important to talk to the characters since in several cases this will tell you
what needs to be done next. Rather than just staying in one place for the whole game, the girls move around as you progress,
which feels more natural, like they are going about their own business rather than just sitting around waiting for you to come
along and fuck them.
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Sex
Most of my praise about the pacing of the game is due to how the sex progresses throughout. It starts by teasing you with
some provocative descriptions, a little flash of tit here, a little voyeurism there. Then, some of the earlier scenes are rather
limited. One just wants a little mutual masturbation, one some heavy petting. By the time you get to the full sex scenes the
tension has built and you are more than ready for them. This is especially true of the scene with Liz (which is the final sex
scene of the game) since by that time, you have already had a couple of limited sessions with her.
Technical
The game is very clean (from a technical point of view that is, otherwise it is pleasantly dirty). The rooms are still rather
sparse, but the other problems that the first game suffered from are not repeated here. I did find a couple of places where the
responses you get to questions don’t make a lot of sense in the current situation but that is so minor that I almost wouldn’t
mention it at all.
Intangibles
There are a few cool little things hidden in the game. Most of them involve references to the first game. In addition to general
memories as you walk around camp, you can also do things like try to call the people from that game or talk to Liz about them.
You remember Liz don’t you? You know, the one girl from the first game that you couldn’t get anywhere at all with without
crossing that line that shouldn’t really be crossed? Well, she’s back, and this time she is much more amiable.
Final Thoughts
I debated with myself whether of not to talk about the end of the game. There is a twist at the end that is definitely different
than most other AIF games. I decided not to go into it in case you have not played the game, so as not to ruin the surprise.
Not everyone is going to like it and you may wish I had gone ahead and ruined it for you but, if so, you’ll just have to write me
hate mail later on.
Leaving the end, and whatever you may think about it, aside for the moment, I think this is one of Chris’ best games. The sex
is hot, the pacing perfect, and the game as a whole is a blast to play.
Rating: A

Lara Croft: The Sun Obelisk
A Review by A. Ninny
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Lara Croft: The Sun Obelisk
Christopher Cole
February 22, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
370KB (Zipped with multimedia files)
FF/MF
PF
Medium
September 2008
graphics (box cover), audio
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The pacing in this game is, in my opinion, nearly perfect. There is pretty much just one path through the game and you can’t
really deviate from that path since the next part of the game usually isn’t even set up until the current one is finished. However, I never really got the feeling (as is the case in a lot of games that do this) that I was being led around by the nose. The
game just flows well. The plot is fairly simplistic and I wouldn’t call it a particularly in-depth story, but it is interesting
enough to keep you involved. The main focus of the game is probably the main reason you are playing it in the first place, the
sex, and there is certainly plenty of it here so let’s get to it.
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Basic Story

General Thoughts
I haven’t spent much time with the video games, nor have I seen any of the Lara Croft movies, but it doesn’t matter. If you’re
familiar with the tomb raider genre (think a female hot-as-hell Indiana Jones), this game will be comfortable territory. Plus,
Lara has a journal that, if you read it, will give you ample background to go on.
Puzzles/Game Play
The settings in this game are richly realized, you really can feel the dank darkness of the dank caves and the steamy heat in the
jungles. The adventure feels real, too. Chris has managed to really build the suspense and you always feel like the next tripwire is right around the corner. The linear nature of the game makes sense in this context. There are many points of no turning back, and there are many way to die. I’ve played this game numerous times in the past, and I still found myself dying and
having to restore to previous saved points – at almost every turn.
Lara is a great character. Hot as hell, strong, confident, no-nonsense. Her adventures in The Sun Obelisk push her to the limits, testing her at every turn. It’s great fun traveling with her, getting her in and out of danger, and joining in several great sexual escapades.
If I have a complaint with the game, it’s that the sex is fairly scarce. There are a couple of major sex scenes, but they come
late in the game. I would have enjoyed a few more encounters scattered in during the adventure, but I can see how Chris may
have felt that they would break the tension too much.
Sex
Like I mentioned, my main complaint about the sex was that I wanted the game to give me more. Not only more scenes, but
also a little more variety and more detail. The sex was hot, though not particularly varied. The characters’ attributes seem to
come through pretty well in the sex scenes, especially Lara’s whose strength and clarity of purpose shifts easily between adventuring and fucking.
Technical
The game is very clean; I noticed no significant bugs. There are a few instances where the implementation seems too simplistic, in a way that interrupts your immersion in the story. For instance, in one scene you encounter a mercenary armed with a
rifle. When you enter the room with him, the game reports that he shoots at you. And that’s it. You can stand there forever
and he won’t shoot again. Then you can simply leave. It would have been easy to make this a timed event, wherein the
shooter kills you if you don’t solve the puzzle.
Final Thoughts
This game is a really good blend of adventure and sex, and a lot of fun to play.
Rating B+
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The player-character is Lara Croft, the ass-kicking star of her own line of video games and several movies, in which she is
played by Angelina Jolie. You are in search of the legendary Sun Obelisk, pursued through caves and jungles by bad guys,
dodging booby traps, solving puzzles, etc.
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Encounter 4: Mrs. Parker
A Review by Knight Errant
Encounter 4: Mrs Parker
Christopher Cole
March 19, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
86.3KB (zipped)
m/f
T&AIF
Short
September 2008
None

Basic Story
Mrs. Parker, who you've always fantasized about, is house-sitting you while your parents are away.
Overall Thoughts
It's a quick and simple game, with very little keeping the player away from the sex.
Puzzles/Gameplay
Chris Cole himself said it best, "this game has virtually no puzzles". That's exactly right, this game has only one pseudo-puzzle
and it's absolutely no challenge whatsoever. There's a "find all the pictures" exercise that's amusing, but unfortunately the only
publicly available version has the actual photos removed due to copyright infringement. This game follows the convention of
"have sex in each room of the house", but you don't get to choose which room is when.
Sex
The writing is good, like all of Chris's games, though this game tends to force the player to do actions in a certain order. For
example, you can't remove her bra until after she's sucked you off and you fuck her tits. The descriptions are a little sparse, but
I assume that's because this game was originally intended to have pictures to supplement them.
Technical
The game is sparsely implemented, but it gets away with it because it's explained away in the game text. One minor quibble is
that in "your house" the front door is assumed to be in the foyer (and you must open it when someone rings the bell), but it's
not listed in the room description. Several items are missing synonyms (x white bra works, but x bra doesn't), and some of her
clothing items are missing entirely. Like "Gamma Gals", the implementation is much better at the beginning and it slowly
drops off as the game continues.
Intangibles
All the windows in the house hints at voyeuristic possibilities, but unfortunately that possibility never manifests. Having each
SSS take place on a different day is a nice touch, it adds a little more depth to a pretty simple game. The game gives the feeling of being written quickly (though competently, of course).
Final Thoughts
It would be unfair to judge the Encounters games by the standards of ordinary games, because it's only intended to be a short
fuck-fest and little more. It does a good job of it, too. Still, the little things like missing synonyms, inconsistent implementation
and forced order of sex commands keep it from being a much better game than it is.
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Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Rating: B
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Dear Brian
A Review by ‘trix
Dear Brian
Choices and Christopher Cole
April 19, 2003
TADS 3
1 MB
m/f, tg, teenage
Fantasy
Medium
September 2008
2003 AIF Awards, Best Story and Best
Puzzles

Basic Story
Brian gets dumped by his girlfriend, and receives a magic pendant from his mother, which transforms him into a girl. As him,
you must find a way to reverse the spell, and resolve things in your love life.
Overall Thoughts
This is one of my favourite AIF works, and I'm not sure why it doesn't get talked about as much as some other games. The idea
of writing an AIF game that you either choose your sex, or switch between them as you play, is something that's been around
forever (maybe not forever—I'll estimate 2 thousand years in the absence of any hard data) and has rarely been explored because it's so much effort: you're pretty much doing the work of two games and only ending up with one. Dear Brian doesn't
exhaustively explore all the possibilities of dual gender perspective (which is the new official term I just invented), but it
makes very good use of it to produce a fun and very big-feeling game.
Puzzles/Gameplay
Dear Brian has more of the elements of IF than a lot of AIF: it has an interesting premise and characters, and the puzzles are
mostly along the lines of figuring out how to deal with each NPC, and which sex to be when you do it. Some of the puzzles are
somewhat obscure, but it's fun enough to keep you going till the end, and then you have the added fun of replaying and getting
all the many things you missed AND the multiple endings.
Sex
Most sex scenes are open for the player to explore rather than being on a rail, which works very well. There aren't points for
twenty different possible sex acts per scene that you want to exhaustively go through so you haven't missed anything, and you
can largely do things in whatever order occurs to you. Latterly, when you get the camera, you can try and explore every possible avenue, but it's not compulsory. The camera is a fun little addition to the sex scenes, as well as being a plot device.
You get to have sex with a load of different characters, each of which has a different character and tone. Since the game's
premise is one of switching sex, it's a little disappointing that as a girl you only get to have sex with one guy (and no girls),
which isn't really making full use of the female PC. But there's plenty of hot chicks for the male PC to score with, which is
probably what the player-base wants.
Technical
It's TADS 3, which gives it an immediate leg-up on most other games; however it's fairly early TADS 3, which isn't quite as
tweaked to perfection as the current version. The technical implementation is very good and very thorough with just occasional annoyances: characters don't respond when talked to or to "hello"; they only respond to being asked about specific topics, which are occasionally hard to guess; also occasionally things don't give sensible responses to "search" commands. Those
aren't enough to impair enjoyment of the game. However, it is very easy, early on, to get the game into an unwinnable state
and not realise it
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Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Game Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:
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Intangibles

Final Thoughts
What's not to like? Even if you're too manly to enjoy playing as a girl, this is a big, well-written, very well implemented game
with humour and sex and a guy in a wookie costume AND it's got puzzles and storyline and hidden stuff to enjoy if you haven't got a one-track mind.
Rating: A

The Studio
A Review by A. Bomire
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

The Studio
Christopher Cole
June 3, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
1MB
ff, mff, voyeurism
T&AIF
Medium
September 2008
Pictures of Internet models Shelby and
Brittany

Basic Story
You own and operate a photography studio. As such, you work with models to take professional photos. In this case, you are
taking photos of a model named Shelby who is setting up an Internet web site. The game consists of you progressing in your
photo-taking of Shelby, and attempting to see all of the 25 pictures included in the game.
Overall Thoughts
This is the first, and so far only, game in AIF that was specifically requested and designed for a real-life model. After Christopher Cole's "Encounter 4: Mrs. Parker" game had its pictures removed for copyright violation, Chris Cole was contacted by
Shelby to offer her own pictures for him to use in creating a game. In return, Chris posted her website as part of the game for
players to join if they wished to see more of the sexy star.
Puzzles/Game Play
There aren't any really tough puzzles in this game. Your goal is to figure out all of the situations and locations in which you
can either photograph Shelby, or see her in stages of undress. You can also see her with your assistant Brittany. The other puzzles involve setting up your studio for the various photoshoots.
Sex
Most of the sexual situations in this game involve watching Shelby get undressed and perform various sexual acts such as
touching herself and masturbating with some toys. You can also view her with your assistant Brittany, and they can get together sexually as well. It isn't until the very end of the game that you get a chance to interact with them.
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As you play you can discover the characters' backstories (some more than others), which is one of the things some IF does
really well and AIF mostly doesn't bother with. And there's loads of hidden stuff to try and find in the game, including secret
endings.

Technical
I couldn't find anything technically wrong with this game. There is the possibility of viewing all of the pictures of the game
without actually playing it, as Chris has included them as external objects. ADRIFT will allow you to make the pictures part of
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the TAF file, and perhaps this game could have been improved by doing that. But as a technical problem, that is really nitpicking.
Final Thoughts

Rating: B-

Diary of a Stripper
A Review by Purple Dragon
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Diary of a Stripper
Christopher Cole
July 5, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
43KB
mf+, stripping (duh)
T&AIF
Short
September 2008
None

Basic Story
You are a male stripper hired to work a bachelorette party. Your goal is simply to please all the ladies and earn yourself a big
tip.
Overall Thoughts
I remember when I first read the description of this game I thought is was such a good idea. Fresh, original, unique, something
out of the ordinary. It is all those things, but (did you see that ‘but’ coming?) the game itself just didn’t live up to my excitement about the idea. It’s not that it is bad by any means, it’s just that I got my hopes up and was expecting more than it delivered.
Puzzles/Game Play
Game play is much different than any of Chris’ other games and, indeed, than any other AIF title at all. The two main commands at your disposal are ‘strip’ and ‘dance’. Most of the other commands you need to finish the game are spelled out for
you in bold face within the text. As a result, the game mostly consists of typing ‘dance’ until you are told what you need to
type next. Although you have some choices about which girls to dance for and how far to go, this still makes the game feel
very linear.
The game is also much too easy to win. When it ends, you are told how you did and how big (generally speaking) your tip
was, but I found that it’s very easy to get a big tip and that you really, really have to try hard if you don’t want to get a tip at
all.
Sex
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As I said, this game was written mainly as a vehicle for Internet model Shelby. It represented a first in the AIF community, as
being the first, and so far only, game which uses model-approved pictures. Even so, it is a nice game, much in the same theme
as another game of Chris' - Encounter 3: Lynn's Sleepover. It focuses more on displaying pictures than on challenging puzzles.
If you are a player looking for a challenge, you will be disappointed. If you are just looking for an interesting way of displaying a sexy Internet model (and her friend), then this is the game for you.

There are no sexual commands in this game at all. Forget things like ‘rub tits’, ‘lick pussy’, or ‘fuck anything that moves’. If
you make it to one of the good endings (and you will) then you’ll get to see a bit more than that but there is still no actual sex
in the game.
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It is a credit to Chris’ writing abilities that even in spite of all this, the game is still pretty hot. Although you don’t have much
direct control over the action, it is still fun to watch how the girls act and what they do. It would have been vastly improved
by more descriptions and varied actions, but what is there is very nice.

The game is small and you wouldn’t really expect to find many technical problems in it. Happily, this is one expectation that
it lives up to. The only thing I found is an error in the ‘bad’ ending where it looks like a description got left out. But like I
said, I had to try really hard to even get to this ending so if you’re trying to get a good ending at all then you’ll never see it
anyway.
Final Thoughts
In the hands of most people, this probably would have been a very bad game. It is very short (partially due to the fact that it
was a min-comp entry) and it certainly could have benefited from a few more possible commands. However, what is here is
solid writing and solid erotica, and well worth the few minutes it will take you to play it.
Rating: C

Santa Baby
Reviewed by A. Ninny
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Santa Baby
Christopher Cole
December 7, 2003
ADRIFT 3.9
48KB
M/F/F
T&AIF
Short
September 2008
None

Basic Story
You’ve been hired to be a department story Santa Claus. Can you impress your sexy elf-costumed assistants and get it on with
them after work?
Overall Thoughts
Santa Baby is, Chris announces at the onset, a very, very silly and completely unrealistic game. And it’s a good thing that he
says that because it helped temper my expectations. The game is certainly much more silly than most of his other AIF. And
it’s just as unrealistic as any other T&AIF game, so he’s right on that score as well. It’s a fun little game, just a quick introduction and a dive into the sex.
Technical
Again, it’s a good thing that Chris introduced the game as silly, because I encountered a lot of silly little bugs. But since I
wasn’t expecting a work of art, they didn’t bother me that much.
Sex
To be honest, I found the sex a bit bland. Chris Cole has written some searing sex scenes, but for whatever reason he just didn’t push himself here. For one, the writing just seems generic. One opportunity missed would be to explore the possible
Santa/Elf fantasies, but for the most part weren’t addressed. Another problem I found was that the threesome wasn’t fully implemented. Chris disavows any attempt to get the girls to have sex with one another, which struck me as lazy. On the positive
side, there are a number of cutscenes where you have sex with both girls, and these are the best-written in the scene. Be sure
to read the readme file to find out how to access those cutscenes.
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Technical
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Final Thoughts
This silly, unrealistic game is kinda fun, kinda sexy, and kinda worth the fifteen minutes it’ll take you to play it.

Mount Voluptuous
A Review by BBBen
Game info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Mount Voluptuous
Christopher Cole
September 5, 2004
ADRIFT 3.9
906KB (zipped, including pictures)
m/f, m/f/f, m/f/f/f, f/f, voyeurism
T&AIF
Long
March 2005
Limited pictures of each model

Basic Story
The player takes the role of an agent for a selection of real-world, busty models. The player seeks to sign more models to his
agency, called Mount Voluptuous, and along the way he may get to do more than ogle the busty women.
Overall Thoughts
I believe this is Christopher Cole’s largest game and his experience shows throughout the production. This is a strong example
of an AIF game that could, if it had original pictures and a stand-alone engine, be marketed successfully as a professional
game.
Probably the most interesting thing about this game is Cole’s choice to use real-life busty models that you can go and look up
on Google. This may not be a surprise to many fans of Christopher Cole - I first heard of Yulia Nova in Encounter 3 and Cole
wrote a game (The Studio) specifically about a real internet model. The game shows a good knowledge of each of the models
included (from what can be known about them at least – I enjoyed the griping about Yulia Nova’s photographer) and thus
would probably be especially interesting to fans of the women.
An interesting side note – Cole chose the models partly based on a poll on the AIF Archive, making this a truly interactive
game.
Puzzles/Gameplay
An interesting element of this game is that while progressing in the game is not difficult (as is standard in Christopher Cole’s
games) it is easy to miss some of the sex scenes and sexual content when playing. This adds replay value, which is good, and
better than tying a player up with a tricky puzzle in an inflexible linear plot. It takes elegance to pull off and I think it did work
in this case.
Sex
The sex is, of course, very well written. It is quite extensive and in fact there is not much in the game apart from sex and the
build-up to sex. The scenes have a certain amount of linearity, requiring specific actions before others and reducing freedom
somewhat in exchange for an almost game challenge (a very easy game challenge) element to the sex scenes. This is not a
criticism, more an observation as it is a perfectly acceptable system and it is not uncommon in Chris Cole’s games. Many people prefer this style of sex scene, especially because of the extensive interactivity in the stripping process.
Cole makes sure, considering his particular choice of subject matter, to give good focus to the bosoms of the women in the
game. It would be disappointing if he hadn’t done this, as I’m sure he was aware. He doesn’t neglect other areas and sexual
acts however, and many of the scenes have some quite long and detailed passages, which should be gratifying to players.
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Rating: C
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Technical

Intangibles
My only real complaints with this game (and the reasons why I didn’t give it an A+) were intangibles. For a start, the narrative
feels a little directionless. Christopher Cole has made it clear that he is more interested in sex romps rather than plot heavy
games and I think that’s largely what his audience would prefer, but I still feel that even for a sex romp the experience of playing felt a little unfocussed. There wasn’t too much to draw the player in to what was going to happen, and the events of the
game occur in a sort of random, haphazard way. It is not entirely without teasers at the beginning (you get to see the portfolios
of all the girls from the start and there are things you must address right away like Sydney’s contract and Yulia’s apartment)
but there is not a strong “page turner” element to the game. In a way the flow of the game reminds me of some hentai games,
but nevertheless it compares quite favourably to these.
The other problem I have is that, compared to some of Cole’s other games, Mount Voluptuous is less emotionally resonant. To
clarify, I think in some of his games, the first and second Encounter games for example, there is a strong and convincing motivation behind the characters getting together. In Mount Voluptuous the sex is much more casual and based simply on lust, and
so it doesn’t resonate quite as well for me as some of his other titles. This is probably largely because the characters in the
game are real models, and I am holding the game to a high standard, but still I do feel this is worth mentioning.
Final Thoughts
An author who has written so many and such lauded titles as Christopher Cole has is inevitably going to find that his later
works are less likely to be considered classics than his earlier works. However I do think this is belongs among the best of his
titles, and indeed AIF in general.
Rating: A

Pool Party
A Review by Purple Dragon
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Pool Party
Christopher Cole and A. Bomire
December 12, 2004
TADS 2
444KB
mf, ff, voyeurism
T&AIF
Long
September 2008
None

Basic Story
Your friend Tim is throwing a pool party as sort of a last hurrah before you all head off to college. Several of your friends
have always kind of liked each other and this is your last chance to see if you can get them together. Along the way, maybe
you can even carve out a little fun for yourself.
Overall Thoughts
Christopher Cole and A. Bomire are two of the best writers around. When you get two titans together to collaborate on a project what you end up with is either an exceptional product, or an unmitigated disaster. Happily, in this case it is the former.
The idea and much of the organization for the game started with Chris, but (as A. Bomire has mentioned) he was so open to
input and new ideas that the end result tuned out to be a true collaboration and better than any other similar project I know
about.
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Most people won’t even think about an ADRIFT 3.9 game having good technical standards, but this one does. The game plays
very smoothly while accomplishing some quite complex gameplay possibilities efficiently and invisibly. The real proof of the
game’s technical quality was that the game did a range of things that I wouldn’t be sure how to do myself, yet I did not think
about them while playing.
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Puzzles/Game Play

For example, at one point during the game you are playing ball in the pool when it goes up on the roof. How do you get it
down? Well, a ladder might be nice so you check out the shed and there it is. You drag the ladder outside and now what? In
real life you would lean the ladder against the house, but will that work here? Yes it will, along with many other synonyms for
doing the same thing. What it comes down to is that (unlike some games) the challenge is figuring out what to do, not figuring
out what to type to get it to work.
The game is well paced for the most part. There are things you need to do to move the story on and sometimes it progresses to
the next scene all on it’s own. I never really felt like I was wandering around with nothing to do, nor did I feel that the game
was rushing me along. In spite of the fact that the basic plot continues the in the same direction, the game has a very open
feeling. There are a lot of things (and girls) to do, and you will find that it is not possible to do them all in one play through.
There are many different endings to the game and not all of them are good. Most of the bad ones have to do with having sex
with the wrong girl at the wrong time, but we’ll talk about that below.
Sex
The sex in the game is hot, varied, and abundant (and there ain’t nothin’ wrong wit dat baby). There are seven girls in the
game and you can do the nasty with all of them but one (and even with her you can fool around a bit). However, this is not to
say that you can do them all in one play through because you can’t. There are times (as amazing and illogical as it may seem)
when fucking one of the girls is the wrong thing to do. So as not to spoil the game I won’t spell these situations out for you
but let me just ask a question. If you had a friend, and you knew that he really liked a certain girl, and you then went out and
fucked that girl, what would your friend’s reaction be when he found out? Enough said.
The variety of sex is one of the nice things about this game. The scenes are different from one another in regard to the girl
involved, her personality and tastes, the setting, and particular actions that you can or cannot do with each of the girls, either
because she doesn’t want to, the setting wont allow it, or because doing so will prematurely end the game. Even if you avoid
the pitfalls mentioned in the above paragraph that is not to say that a little fooling around with the girls might not be in order.
Taking this approach, which is the one that provides the longest game experience, actually enhances he overall experience by
even further differentiating the scenes from one another.
It is also quite possible to miss your opportunity with some of the girls. In certain cases, the game only gives you so long to
make your move before moving on. Do the wrong thing, or do nothing and you will find that the ship has sailed on you. All
of the above give the game a high replay value. In fact, if you want to see all the possible scenes, you have to replay at least
parts of it 3 or 4 times.
Technical
Pool Party is an amazingly clean game technically. I’m not really surprised at that, since both authors involved have a reputation for creating error-free gaming experiences. However, all the variables in this game makes the feat even more impressive.
I’ve never played a game that I found to be perfect from a technical standpoint and even here I found a couple of little things,
but they are so minor that I would feel embarrassed even mentioning them, so I won’t.
Final Thoughts
It should be apparent by now that I really like this game and I think it got much too mild a response when it first came out. If I
have a problem with the game at all it is at the ending, well, one of the endings. In this one, after the scene with the girl you
are given the opportunity to stay with her. Not just for the moment, but as if you have found your true love. This seems to be
the main goal of the game, or at least it is the only place that I found where you could get more than just sex from one of the
girls, the only one where you actually end up with a girlfriend. It is a good ending, warm, tender, sexy, even a bit mushy. The
problem I have with it is that I never felt there was enough build-up to the moment throughout the game. There is really no
indication while playing the game that the girl is really in love with you, or you with her. The final scene with her, and especially the beginning of it, is emotional and loving and shows some of the feeling that they have for each other, but it just seems
to come a bit late. When you are given the choice to stay or not, it just feels a bit arbitrary.
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It is not a secret that Chris does not really care for puzzles in AIF games. He has said before that he does not really like them
in the games he plays and he typically doesn’t have much in the way of puzzles in his own games. I could of course be wrong,
but I see A. Bomire’s hand in most of the puzzles in the game. They are not really all that hard as a rule if you pay attention to
the text (yes, even the non-sexual text I’m afraid) and they are implemented very well.
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Rating: A

Warlock
An Anonymous Review
Game Info:
Author:
Release Date:
Platform:
Size:
Content:
Type:
Length:
Reviewed:
Extras:

Warlock
Christopher Cole
April 7, 2006
ADRIFT 3.9
43KB
mf
ONS
Short
May 2006
None

Overview
You’re a sorcerer living a solitary life in a tower and you create a succubus for pleasure.
What Works
The writing style and atmosphere are the strong suits of this game – stronger than the story or characters. The sex is also quite
hot and the characterization of Treela the demoness during the sex scene is probably the strongest individual aspect of the
game. The game is technically sound. Chris Cole has long since mastered the ADRIFT system, as shown by his ability to not
only avoid any of the odd random-sounding parser responses that that program often throws but to customize responses in
such a way that they fit within the overall character of the game.
What Doesn’t
I just didn’t buy the whole story. It just didn’t hold together for me. For instance, the opening announcement, “You are
Damias! Shadowmancer and Warlock! And you will not be silenced…” is simply a lie! It takes but twenty minutes in the
hands of me, the player of this game, to silence Damias permanently. And here’s another problem: for all his bluster, Damias
is simply too nice a guy. He has a corpse of a woman in his study, but he didn’t actually kill her. He has a crush on a farmer’s
wife, but won’t act on it – in fact his magical voyeurism is kind of pathetic. The game’s intro talks about an ongoing dispute
between Damias and some of his former masters, but from my point of view, Damias is too much a wuss (he even blows himself to bits with his own magic, ferchrissake) for them to go to any trouble about. If some aspect of that epic battle had been
part of the game, it would have been a lot more convincing. Finally, I realize it is possible to reach an ending in which Damias
doesn’t die, but that ending is the wussiest ending and results in no ‘fun’ anyway. Perhaps there should have been a way to win
the game that would uphold the “And you will not be silenced…” promise.
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I realize that’s a little nitpicky of me. I guess it’s the old romantic in me trying to thrust his way through my porn encrusted
exterior. I imagine that not many people would have even noticed the above and certainly many may flat out disagree with
me. At any rate, if it is just sex that you are looking for, you won’t have any problems with the game at all. The openness and
variety of the game, the logical and well-implemented puzzles, and the hotness of the overall writing make this one of the best
ones out there.
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We are reprinting the entire text of that story here, both for those who
have never read it, and for those who wish to do so again without having
to pull up 15 different issues to get it all. So as not to break the flow of by Christopher Cole
the story, I have cut out the menu of possible options that ended each
month’s segment (with the exception of the last one since what happens next is still up in the air). What remains is just the
story itself. If you are interested in what the options were, you can always check out the original segments in the newsletter.
I was excited when I heard that Chris had returned because (among other reason) I was hopping to hear what happened next in
the story. Unfortunately, after talking to Mr. Cole, it does not appear that he has any immediate plans to revive this feature.
That is not to say that it will never happen, just not at the moment. If you like the story, drop him a line and let him know.
Maybe we can convince him of our excitement and hasten his return to the Seven Seas of Theah.

Episode 1
The port of Dechaine, on the northern border of Montaigne, was your typical den of thieves. Indeed, it was primarily used as a
port by outlaws as any legitimate ships would dock at Muguet or Crieux before heading into the Trade Sea on their way to
Eisen or beyond. The only law here was the law of the sword, and Montaigne officials didn’t mind as it kept the unwanted far
from the capital of Charouse.
Magnus Rischen sauntered into the Clanging Bell, a seaside tavern in Decahine, built onto the docks themselves, and looked
around. The place was filled with pipe-smoke, laughter, and bodies. He smiled inwardly. Magnus was a lithe, muscular fellow
with shoulder-length light brown hair and a number of scars on his face. The scars didn’t take away from his good looks however, but gave him a rugged handsomeness. He wore an overcoat of best repair, always wearing fancy but functional clothing.
A sword hung from his belt, the fancy golden hilt and hand guard in the design of a snake. A pistol was hidden inside his
jacket. He looked to his side and nodded at his female companion before the two stepped inside.
Violetta de Carabas was a tall beauty who preferred to dress as a man. A bandana kept her lengthy jet locks in check. Her hair
was so black it earned her the nickname “The Raven”. Though it was difficult to tell, she had a very lovely body underneath
her tunic and breeches. Even so, there was no mistaking that she was all woman underneath. A sabre hung loosely at her side.
She nodded back to Magnus and followed him to an empty table at the center of the tavern.
The two were looking for passage to Eisen, Magnus’ homeland, as they had found themselves wanted by officials in Charouse
for a misunderstanding involving a few jewels. The misunderstanding was solely on the heads of the officials as the jewels sat
nice and safe in a pouch under Magnus’ tunic, and he had no compunction about them being there. He hoped to use one of the
jewels to secure passage aboard a small but fast ship; no questions asked. The hard part was over however. Magnus and Violetta knew that in making it to Dechaine they were practically home free, as the royal guard would never dare come this far
north. Potential bounty hunters, assassins and even everyday cutthroats were another matter however, so though they planned
on enjoying their new found wealth, they would keep their eyes open and their wits about them.
Magnus had never been in this tavern before, though he had docked at Dechaine a few times in his youth, but being a lowly
mate barely into his teen years, he was never allowed to leave the ship. The captain may have been a mean man, but corrupting
a youth was below even him. Magnus knew of the Bell however, and he knew if he wanted to book passage from Montaigne to
anywhere in Theah without fear of the law, and he had good money to pay, then this was the port to do it in. You still had to
be careful however; you needed to find an actual privateer or pirate and not a spy.
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even Seas of Theah is a serial story written by Chris, which started
way back in the December 2005 issue of the newsletter. Every
month, readers were treated to another chapter in the lives of Magnus
Rischen and Violetta de Carabas, the story’s two main characters. But
more than that, we were given the opportunity to help shape the story
ourselves. Each month, following the story, the reader was presented
with several options for what Magnus should do next. A poll was then
set up on the AIF Archive to determine what would happen. It is a formula that worked well and it took us through 15 chapters of Magnus’
exploits.
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“It won’t hurt to test the waters,” Magnus said to Violetta after one of the serving wenches placed to mugs on their table.
“Agreed,” she said, watching Magnus’ eyes trail after the buxom girl. “But even if we book passage tonight, we will surely not
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sail until the morrow.”
Magnus nodded, his eyes finally leaving the wenches and returning to Violetta.

Magnus took in the denizens of the tavern.
Two men sat at one table, their long jackets not hiding the fact that they were well-armed. Both men were bearded and dirty as
if just returning from the road or sea.
A short, fat man tended the bar, filling tankards of ale per request and laughing along with anyone willing to talk.
Two wenches served drinks and food to the tables. Both had ample cleavage spilling out over their loosely tied bodices. One
had short fiery red hair, the other long tangles of blonde curls.
A tall man in fancy clothing stood alone in the corner, smoking a pipe and staring at their table.

Episode 2
Magnus finished his meal and sat back in his chair, extremely content. Again he took in his surroundings, still a little concerned with the man who kept stealing glances towards their table. He couldn’t tell if the man was more interested in him, Violetta, or both of them.
The blonde-haired wench returned with another round of ale and wine and Magnus thanked her, turning on his best, loose,
natural charm. She smiled back at him, her full ruby lips glistening with the hint of sweat from her movements to and fro with
platters of food and drink. The sheen also appeared above her breasts and down into her ample cleavage. Magnus began to
notice a familiar feeling, one that made his temperature rise and made all other things, including the staring man, fade into
oblivion. After all it had been, hmm, nearly two weeks since his last encounter with a woman.
Two weeks!
Magnus nearly choked on his drink, realizing how long it had been since he had experienced the pleasure of a warm, female
body against his. But being on the run could do that to a man; make time fly and put all thoughts of pleasure out of the head
until the danger died down. Well, for all intents and purposes, the danger had died down, and Magnus decided it was time to
have a little fun and forget his worries. He was nearly home after all.
He noticed the blonde wench near a back door, empty platter in hand. She was staring at him, a lone finger lightly tracing circles on the skin above her breasts. She bit her lip slightly and then slowly made her way through the door. Magnus excused
himself from the table with a small cough. Violetta simply shook her head and watched him leave.
He made his way past the table with the three men now playing a game of chance, and acting as if he owned the place, walked
into the back room.
The door closed behind him and he spotted the girl leaning against a barrel in the back store room. Her bodice had come undone even further so that it was a miracle of epic proportions that her breasts didn’t completely spill out of the top. As it was,
Magnus could glimpse a hint of pink nipple on her alabaster skin. Her curly blonde hair hung loosely down her neck and
shoulders and her face was flushed.
“Quel est votre nom?” Magnus said as he moved close to the girl. She was breathing heavily now and staring into Magnus’
eyes as he slid his hands over her bared shoulders.
“Collette,” she breathed.
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“Then we’ll need to procure some lodging,” he smiled.

“Ah Collette,” he said, his hand sliding over to her nearly exposed breast and moving underneath the fabric to cup it. “J'aime
vos seins.”
Collette sighed and her body shook slightly under his touch. Her hand moved down his body to the bulge between his legs.
She gasped when his lips touched her nipple and his tongue flicked across it as it hardened.
“Est-ceci que vous voulez?” he asked. “Vous me voulez?”
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“Oui,” she whispered. “Me prendre.”

“Non, non, non,” she said. “Faire l'amour à moi, s'il vous plait!”

Episode 3
Magnus stared at the door for a brief second, his hand wavering over Collette’s breast, his blood pounding through his body.
He looked back into the wench’s eyes and then back to the door. Slowly his mind remembered something and his gaze drifted
to the back door. Taking Collette by the hand, the two ran across the room, unbolted the door and closed it behind them as
they appeared in the alley behind the tavern.
There was a chill in the air, but not enough to cause any true discomfort. Collette giggled as Magnus backed her against the
door and hefted her skirts. Her warm hand found his hard member and awkwardly freed it from the confines of his breeches.
She gasped as he entered her with and upward thrust. He grasped her buttocks with both hands and pressed into her. She was
lifted from the ground and she wrapped her legs around his body as best she could, the folds of her dress constantly getting in
the way. With each thrust came a gasp, and with each gasp came a wisp of white breath in the cool night air.
Collette grabbed Magnus’ hair as he thrust into her again and again. Magnus presses his face into her ample bosom, kissing
her and breathing onto her with teeth-clenched grunts.
He was vaguely aware of the noise coming from the tavern, and part of him wondered what was going on in there. If it involved Violetta, he was sure the Raven could handle whatever is was. He decided to ignore it once and for all and gave his full
concentration to the voluptuous wench he was furiously screwing.
All thoughts faded from his mind, save one. He wanted to explode inside this young woman. And with that, his body stiffened,
and his movements all but stopped. Collette moaned as Magnus emptied himself deep inside her. He pushed forward and held
himself there as long as he could, and when his orgasm ended, he fell against her body, still inside her and still holding her in
the air against the door.
Collette breathed sweet nothings into his ear as she leaned against him. His breathing began to slow.
“Magnus Rischen of Eisen,” a voice called out.
Magnus dropped Collette who landed awkwardly on her feet and feel against the door. He spun towards the voice and spotted
a man, flanked by two other men, at the end of the alley. They were armed with swords and they were drawn. Magnus didn’t
had never seen the men before, but he recognized the type… government constables.
The man who spoke made a disturbed noise. “Tuck yourself in man!”
Without taking his eyes off the men, Magnus realized his half-hard manhood was flailing in the wind for all to see. He also
realized his sword belt was hanging down around his ankles, out of his immediate reach.
With as much dignity as he could, Magnus tucked his penis back into his breeches, again without taking his eyes off the men
who stood no more than twelve feet away. He made as if to straighten his vest, reaching inside for the familiar feel of his pistol
grip. Alas, no pistol was found and he turned slowly to face Collette who had the gun trained on him.
“Désolé,” she said, shrugging her shoulders. “Je ne pourrais pas refuser l'or.”
“Ah, if you can’t trust a whore, who can you trust?” the man said, giving his long moustache a stroke with his free hand.
“Magnus Rischen of Eisen. You are under arrest...”
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Magnus felt Collette spread her legs as she leaned back against the barrels. As he straightened and leaned into her, moving up
to kiss her neck, a loud crash sounded from the main room of the tavern. This crash was followed by some shouting and obvious sounds of swordplay. He turned his head towards the door and rested the side of his face against Collette’s heaving bosom.
His erect penis was in her hand and her skirts were pulled up around her waist, waiting for him.

Episode 4
“Gentlemen…” Magnus said, holding his arms out before him in a placating manner, palms turned upwards. “Is all this bustle
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really necessary? I mean, you’ve literally caught me with my pants down as it were. I have no intention of putting up a fight. I
still find it difficult to believe the Royals would even go through all this trouble to follow me to the edges of nowhere, especially when I was obviously intending on leaving this fine land.”

Magnus heard a shuffling behind him and risked a backward glance to see Collette give him a quick, sad glance before slipping back inside the tavern.
“That was hardly my fault,” Magnus frowned, turning back to the three men. “As important as I sometimes like to think I am, I
have no control over the size of equipment certain men are born with…”
“Enough!” the lawman spat. “You are under arrest and are coming with us. You can come quietly if you wish, but I must warn
you that we are authorized to use deadly force.”
“I see,” Magnus said, lowering his hands a little. “Are you sure there’s no way we can reach an arrangement?”
“None.”
Magnus sighed. “Then I would suggest you look behind you.”
The lead lawman half-smiled, expecting Magnus to come up with some sort of trick like this so he could flee.
His two compatriots did turn to look however. Standing behind them was a woman with jet black hair, brandishing a cutlass.
She tilted her head and smiled at the two men, before greeting one with a fist to the face. The man’s nose exploded and he fell
hard onto his back, unconscious, his sword skittering away in the alley. The second man was shocked and turned briefly to
look at his felled companion. The pause cost him dearly as when he turned back to raise his sword, he felt a hot slash across
his wrist, and his sword fell to the ground, his severed hand still clutching the hilt. He screamed and ran from the alley, clutching the bleeding stump at the end of his arm.
The leader half-turned, keeping both Magnus and the woman in his sights. This must be the Raven, he though to himself. But
he had sent two men into the tavern to deal with her. Damnation!
Magnus had drawn his sword and slowly approached the man in a non-threatening manner.
“You have no chance,” Black Magnus said, the frivolous look that had been in his eyes replaced now with a dark well of experience, skill, and something as close to evil as the lawman ever wanted to see again. The lawman’s sword clattered to the
ground. “I’m leaving your country,” Magnus continued. “Tell your masters what you will, but if any follow me to Eisen, I will
not be so… understanding.”
Magnus stepped aside, and let the lawman stumble past, literally shaking in his boots. Violetta gave him a rap on the ass with
the flat side of her cutlass and he yelped as he scampered away.
“There’ll be more of them just outside the village,” Violetta said.
“I know,” Magnus replied, sheathing his sword. “We need to leave now.”

Episode 5
Magnus and Violetta stormed back into the tavern. The place was now virtually empty; everyone having left or returned to
their rooms during the excitement. Chairs and a table were overturned and two dead swordsmen lay in pools of their own
blood where Violetta had felled them.
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“Go through all the trouble?” the leader of the lawmen scoffed. “You are being charged with nine crimes, including theft, debauchery, and assault, not to mention making His Highness the Royal Prince look the buffoon.”

There was no sign of Collette.
“We must hurry,” Violetta said, turning to look back outside the door. “I can hear horses…”
Magnus ran across the room and was about to check the back storeroom when he heard a mug drop from the bar top. He spun
and spotted Collette ducking her head back behind the bar. With two long strides, Magnus crossed to the bar and hopped over
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it. Collette jumped up and tried to run but Magnus caught her by the scruff of her dress and hauled her to him. She struggled to
get free, but only managed to rip her dress, causing her large breasts to fall free. They bounced and swayed as she struggled,
but Magnus barely noticed.

She stopped struggling, but the fear did not leave her eyes as she reached underneath the folds of what remained of her dress
and took Magnus’ pistol out, handing it to him.
“More men!” Violetta yelled, pulling back from the door slightly and pointing her sword towards it.
“How many?” Magnus asked, letting Collette go. The wench ran to the back room and Magnus could hear locks bolting on the
other side.
“A dozen at least,” the Raven replied.
“This is not good. A hasty retreat?” he asked his companion.
Violetta nodded, and the two headed for the stairs, their only route of escape. Before they made it to the bottom of the steps,
there was a shimmer in the air. They turned and saw a glowing crack appear in the air, and through it stepped a gorgeous
woman dressed in purple mystical armor. Her hair was dark and done up with ribbons and her face was painted with thick
makeup. The crack disappeared as she fully materialized in the room.
“Port mage!” Violetta yelled as she turned and fled past Magnus up the steps.
Magnus turned and fired his pistol at the sorceress. The mage held out her hand and the shot disappeared into a small, glimmering circle of air about half-way to its target. The mage then held out her other hand, palm upwards, and the ball of lead
dropped into it harmlessly.
Just then the door to the tavern flung open and swordsmen began storming into the place. Magnus turned and fled up the
stairs. At the top he ran down the hallway, noticing a number of open doors. Violetta called to him from the end of the hallway
as she threw open the shutters to a window overlooking the back of the building. He ran up to her and they jumped out the
open window. They landed on a low roof and from there it was an easy jump to the ground.
They were behind the tavern now. They could see the docks just off in the distance, and forest surrounding them on both sides.
They could hear voices approaching the open window above them. They had to make a quick decision as to what to do next.

Episode 6
Magnus and Violetta kept low as they ran down the path towards the docks. There didn’t seem to be any sign of pursuers as
the swordsmen probably thought they were hiding out on the upper floor of the tavern. They ducked behind some large sacks
that were piled on the ground beside the docks and peered over them.
There were two ships docked at the moment, alongside numerous smaller crafts. Only one of the ships showed activity, with
some deck hands doing some final preparations before setting sail. Magnus knew the signs well.
“That one’ll be leaving in minutes,” he whispered to Violetta.
“It’s now or never, I suppose,” she replied.
Magnus nodded and the two waited for their moment. While the deck hands had their backs turned loosening the moorings,
Magnus and Violetta snuck past them and hopped over the railing of the caravel. Magnus spotted the name of the ship as he
jumped on board: “The Hurricane”. They could hear voices and noises coming from the stern, and so they dropped through an
opening on the lower deck as quickly as possible, knowing the hands would be securing it just before setting sail.
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“My pistol, my dear,” he said.

They landed in the hold and quickly took a look around. The hold was filled with sacks and small crates and had a sickly
sweet smell to it; sweat mixed with fruit. They ducked behind a few of the larger crates and caught their breath.
One of the boards on a crate was loose and Magnus pried it open with his dagger. He reached inside and pulled out a nearly
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ripe mango. Smiling, he sliced it in two and gave half to Violetta.
“Travel in style,” he said, biting into the juicy fruit. Violetta sat quietly, taking small bites from her fruit. Magnus looked at
her. “What is it?”

Magnus frowned. “I know,” he said. “That’s been troubling me too. I can’t believe all this is because I made his Royal Lowness look silly. No… something else must be behind this…”
Magnus stopped talking when they could feel the ship begin to move. They waited in silence as they listened to the crew above
them going through the motions. After nearly half-an-hour, the bustle died down and they could feel the ship moving smoothly
through the calm waters.
“So,” Magnus said. “What now?”

Episode 7
Magnus leaned back against one of the crates, licking the fruit juices from his fingers. He looked at Violetta and smiled. Her
face was grim, perhaps still thinking about the near miss with the mage.
“Don’t worry,” he said. “We’re safe now. They won’t realize we’ve stowed away on the ship. They’re probably scouring the
forest right now.”
“I’ll feel better when we’re fifty leagues out,” she replied, wincing as she ran a hand down to her left calf.
“Are you alright?” Magnus asked, reaching over and taking her leg onto his lap.
“Just a pinch,” she said. “I twisted it slightly jumping from the window.”
Magnus slowly untied the lower part of her leather leggings, rolling it up to expose her left calf. He began to lightly massage
her muscle, slightly amazed at her skin’s smoothness. There were rumors that Violetta had faerie blood in her and sometimes,
staring at her beauty, he believed it.
She stopped wincing as his rough hands worked a delicate magic.
“That feels better,” she said.
“Probably just a slight strain,” Magnus replied. “Just need to work it out a little more.”
His hands began to work their way up and under her leggings slightly, sliding over the bottom of her thigh. Violetta just
watched him with a slight, crooked smirk on her face.
“We haven’t had a close call like that in a while,” Magnus went on talking as he rubbed the Raven’s leg. “Really gets the heart
racing and the blood pumping. It’s easy to get lazy and not be prepared for those instances. Best to work out all the kinks.”
He had her left legging undone all the way to her hip and his hands were working her entire leg, from ankle to the very top.
Violetta raised her right leg and placed her foot on Magnus’ chest. She slowly pushed him back so his back pressed against a
barrel. She kept her booted foot there, just under his chin. His hands still held onto the calf of her left leg, which was completely exposed. She stared at him, that smirk still on her face.

Episode 8
Magnus could feel a small smile build on his face as he moved his hands from Violetta’s exposed left leg, up to her right. She
kept her boot pressed against his chest, but she didn’t resist when he began to rub her right leg over her leather leggings. After
a few moments, he deftly untied the straps of her right legging, slowly working his way up her leg. Soon her right leg was as
exposed as her left, and he slid his hands along her smooth legs, enjoying the soft skin and toned muscles.
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“A Port• Mage,” she said. “That’s heavy firepower for such a minor offence.”
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Violetta stared at him, a slight smirk on her face. As he looked into her eyes, he again felt that he could get lost in there; they
were dark and deep and full of mystery.

She allowed Magnus to slide her leggings down over her hips while she freed his thickness from his pants. She smiled a little
more as she raised herself onto her haunches and lowered herself over him, guiding him inside her as she straddled him. A
moan escaped her lips and his as she took him all the way in and stayed there, sitting on his lap for a long moment. She stared
into his eyes.
“This changes nothing,” she said. “And we must be quick.”
Magnus nodded and Violetta raised herself slightly on her legs and then lowered herself again, taking his cock deep inside her.
She began to ride him slowly, but steadily. Soft moans escaping her lips.
Magnus tried to keep his breathing quiet and tried to keep his wits about him, but he was too amazed that he was doing what
he was doing. He and Violetta had always flirted, but there was a sort of unspoken agreement that they would not let something like this get in the way of their partnership. The danger certainly added to the eroticism, but they had been in danger before. Perhaps it was the mage; they had never before faced that kind of danger.
Magnus clamped his teeth as he grunted, feeling his cock slide into her tight, wet pussy. She had her hands on his shoulders as
she guided herself up and down his length. He could be a generous lover, going as short or as long as he or his woman wished,
but tonight was different. He couldn’t control himself with Violetta. He knew he was fast approaching his orgasm.
He became aware of his surroundings again briefly, which gave him a slight respite. The only noise other than their muffled
breathing was the creaking of the boat as before. He could hear slight noises coming from above, but nothing that gave a sign
that anyone would be stopping in on them unexpectedly. Besides, they were in a tight corner of the hold, not near anything the
crew would be needing immediately on the voyage. They were as safe as they had been in weeks.
“I’m close,” Magnus whispered to Violetta. She slowed her pace so that she was barely moving. She no longer moved up and
down, but instead just barely moved her buttocks back and forth across his lap, his cock deep inside her. It kept him on the
brink in excruciating pleasure.
She remained in that position a while. Barely moving, keeping Magnus so close to orgasm that he thought he would die. Neither of them spoke. Their breath whispered and was lost in the creaking of the ship and the splashing of the sea. Now, completely out of his control, Magnus could feel his seed erupting…

Episode 9
Magnus moaned as he erupted inside Violetta. He held himself deep inside her as his manhood throbbed, spurting his seed.
Violetta arched her back and took everything he had to offer, shaking slightly as orgasm took them both. When he was finally
empty, Violetta kept him inside her while their breathing calmed. Finally, she moved away and began to dress.
“We should get some sleep while we can,” Violetta said after a few moments, as if nothing had happened. “I will take first
watch.”
Magnus wanted to tell her how much he enjoyed what had just happened, but the look on Violetta’s face told him the moment
had passed. He also had to admit that he was extremely tired. He closed his eyes, and was immediately asleep.
He awoke later, feeling somewhat refreshed.
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Her left foot slid down his chest, and came to rest on his crotch. Her expression didn’t change as her toes started to caress his
manhood over his leggings. He was quite hard now and she traced the length of him with her toes. She murmured slightly as if
happy with his size.

“How long was I asleep?” he asked.
“Three hours,” Violetta replied.
Magnus could hear sounds of a storm above.
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“It started nearly an hour ago,” Violetta said, reading his expression. “A powerful one by the sound of it.”
“Think you’ll be able to get some sleep during all this?” Magnus asked Violetta, as he stood and stretched his legs. He had to
grab hold of a crate as the hold suddenly swooned violently. A loud crack of thunder rocked through the hold.

“Well, at least she’s a sturdy ship,” Magnus said, getting his legs back. “By the sounds of it, I would have expected to be in a
good bit of water by now.”
There were some small trails of water here and there dripping down from the walls of the hold, but no major leaks. The boards
creaked ominously however.
“I think we…” Magnus stopped when Violetta waved at him and pointed towards the steps leading up to mid-deck.
Magnus turned and ducked back down behind some crates.
“What is it?” he asked, unable to hear anything other than the storm above and the creaking of the ship.
“Someone is coming,” she said.
Magnus peered over the crates and sure enough, saw a number of armed men entering the hold. They were carrying knives and
short swords and didn’t look like they were coming down to check for leaks.
“Crabby saw ‘em som’ere in the hold,” one of them said.
Crabby? Who could have seen them without Violetta spotting them? She wouldn’t have fallen asleep when watching Magnus;
that simply wasn’t possible. But somehow someone saw them and now they were cornered.

Episode 10
Magnus held his finger up to his lips, telling Violetta to remain silent. He peered back over the crates and watched the men as
they began to fan out, looking behind crates and barrels as they slowly began to search the hold.
He loosed his sword slightly from his scabbard and waited silently, hoping they wouldn’t look in this tiny corner. His hopes
were dashed as a small monkey jumped up onto the crate in front of him and began screeching like an imp from hell. Magnus
jumped back, startled as the little fellow yammered and jumped up and down, calling the men to the corner where Magnus and
Violetta were hidden. Magnus drew his sword and Violetta rose to join him as they soon found themselves surrounded by the
surly men.
Magnus figured they could put up a good fight, but it wouldn’t be long before they were simply outnumbered and overwhelmed by the deck hands. He sheathed his sword and after a moment, Violetta did the same. He smiled at the foul-smelling
crew members and held his hands out in a gesture of peace.
“I wish to see your Captain,” he said. “The accommodations have been appalling at best…”
The men hesitated and then moved in to disarm and grab the two stowaways.
“Oh, you’ll see her alright,” one of the men said. “And then you’ll be paying a visit to Davy Jones I shouldn’t wonder.”
Magnus didn’t really like the sound of that, but he also didn’t appear to have many options. He noticed the men holding Violetta were trying to pinch a feel here and there, but a quick thrust of her knee ended all thoughts of that (though it also made
the men even surlier if that was possible).
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“I think I may wait to see if it dies down,” she responded.

The group led the stowaways up to the mid deck, where they all got a good dousing from the storm raging above. They were
led to the Captain’s quarters and brought inside after a quick knock on the door.
“Crabby were right, Cap’n,” the crewman said as the little monkey, Crabby no doubt, hopped from his shoulder onto the Captain’s desk.
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A very shapely woman in fancy tailored tunic, vest and breeches was facing away from the group. A sword and knives lined
her belt. Curly brown hair hung half-way down her back. Magnus couldn’t help but stare at her bottom which filled out the
form-tailored breeches very nicely indeed.

“Who are you?” she asked with an accent Magnus couldn’t place. “And what are you doing on my ship?”
Crabby the monkey stammered and jumped up and down on the desk as if demanding an answer.
Magnus considered his options, but he didn’t get very far. A loud explosion rocked the ship, and it wasn’t thunder. The Captain looked around and then yelled at her men to see what was going on. A drenched hand stumbled into her quarters, the fear
of the devil in his eyes.
“Captain, it’s the Crimson Roger!” he shrieked. “It’s Reis!”

Episode 11
Reis! Magnus thought to himself. It was a name he knew well. Indeed it was a name most seafarers knew and feared. Captain
Reis was perhaps the most dreaded pirate in the seven seas. He was the thing of nightmares; a black-bearded monster of a man
who liked to dress in a blood-red tunic, wielding a hand-held scythe with a violent and fatal precision.
The men around Magnus were running out of the little cabin, heading top side to face the pirate attack. The captain began to
move to join them.
“Captain,” Magnus said. “Perhaps we could be of some assistance.”
Magnus didn’t really give a fig whether or not the captain was able to get out of this mess with her ship intact, except for the
reason that they were a day out and without this ship, he and Violetta would be in a rather dire circumstance.
Magnus continued when the captain stopped to look at him. “The Raven and I have been known to hold our own in a fight,
and against someone like Reis, I’m sure you could use all the help you can get…”
The captain paused briefly before nodding to one of her men. “Give them their weapons,” she said.
The man did not pause, and followed the orders immediately. As Magnus was strapping his sword back on, another explosion
rocked the ship. “Thank you Captain,” he said. “You know, I didn’t get your name…”
“McGee,” the captain said. “Bonnie McGee.”
“Greetings,” Magnus said and he and Violetta joined Captain McGee as she left the cabin and raced to the upper deck.
The first thing Magnus noticed was the smoke and rain. The Hurricane didn’t seem to have taken any serious damage, but
there was some smoke coming from somewhere below decks. The rain was still coming down, but the worst of the storm Magnus had slept through had obviously passed.
The second thing he noticed was the pirate ship coming out of the mist and rain like some sort of sea monster. It had already
overtaken the Hurricane and had been able to blast away at it with its cannons while coming out of the fog. Now they were
closing in to board.
Captain McGee’s men were preparing to intercept the boarding, loading muskets and loosing swords. Some were still busy
with the trying to keep the shop under control in the weather. Magnus chanced a glimpse over the side of the ship and wasn’t
surprised to see the waves nearly splashing over the lip.
“Are you sure about this?” Violetta had to yell to be heard over all the commotion.
Magnus shrugged. “I don’t really see that we have a choice.”
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The woman turned and Magnus was nearly overwhelmed with her rugged good-looks. She had obviously been in a few tussles, and had a sort of severe look on her face, but it didn’t deplete her awesome beauty. Her tunic was open to the neck and
her vest was tight, barely holding in her ample bosom.
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Violetta’s unsure footing wasn’t allowing her to utilize her amazing skill with the blade and she was being pressed backward
and up the steps to the wheelhouse. Magnus fired his pistol, felling a pirate brute, but dropped it when the ship lurched to the
side. He slashed with his sword before wincing as his back slammed against the far railing. The air around him was full of
smoke, screams and the smell of gunpowder.
He dispatched the pirate that was pressing him back, and took a moment to see if Violetta was alright. She was cornered by
two of the pirates who rushed at her. Smiling, she ducked slightly to the side, grabbed hold of them with her arms and flipped
over the side of the ship.
Magnus couldn’t believe what she had just done. He turned and gazed down into the roiling sea, his face wet with the sea
spray. There was no sign of her in the chopping waves.
He turned back around and realized he was alone for the moment. He wondered what to do.

Episode 12
Magnus looked around the ship. Fires had started here and there, blood washed along the deck with the sea water, cries of
fighting and death numbed the senses, and bodies lay strewn about. He leapt half-way up the stairs, away from his attackers to
get closer to where Violetta fell into the water. He chanced a glimpse overboard, but saw no sign of her. Taking one last look
back at the fighting, he sheathed his sword and dove over the wall of the ship, into the frothing, stormy sea below.
Sounds became muffled as he entered the warm waters. He lost his equilibrium momentarily and then dove further down into
the sea as wayward shots zipped past him through the water. The sea water was relatively clear, but was so churned up from
the battle, that he had a hard time seeing much until he was deep enough in the water to be free of the ships’ influence.
When the water settled a little in the deep, there was no sign of Violetta. A pirate body floated dead in the water in front of
him, and he pushed it aside, looking for any sign of his companion.
Magnus was fast running out of breath, and decided he needed to head back to the surface before resuming his search. He began to swim up and outwards slightly so that he would not come up between the two warring ships. As he returned to the
churning water close to the surface, he again was unable to see too far ahead of himself.
As his lungs began to burn, a dark object loomed out of the frothing water on the surface ahead of him. He tried to change direction, but was hit by the beam of wood. Part of a mast had fallen off one of the ships and was now dragging him back down
into the depths. He moved out from underneath the beam and began again to head to the surface when he noticed his foot had
caught up in some of the rigging that was still attached to the beam.
He expelled what air he had left as he frantically tried to free his leg. In the meantime he was being dragged deeper and deeper
into the sea. Even if he was able to free himself now, he doubted if he’d be able to make it back to the surface before he
drowned. He began to see black spots before his eyes, and his hands and fingers were going numb. He was unable to free himself, but still he tried. He clung precariously to consciousness, but was losing the battle.
Just before he gave in to the darkness, he saw shadowy shapes in the deep. They moved closer to him and though he tried to
concentrate and clear his vision, he was unable to do so. He felt soft hands on his body and felt himself being freed from the
rigging. Then all went black.
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They stood back from the edge of the ship and watched as Reis’ ship closed with the Hurricane. It didn’t take long. Soon
grapplers were sliding across on ropes, or jumping aboard from the huge pirate vessel. They met McGee’s crew head on with a
clash of steel and an explosion of gun smoke and hot steel. A few pirates crashed through the line and Magnus and Violetta
found themselves fighting for their lives. It wasn’t like a normal duel or skirmish you might find yourself in. This was war;
brutish and unskilled. The sheer numbers and the small, soaked and slippery space was proving extremely difficult for Magnus
and Violetta.

Magnus awoke an indeterminate time later. He coughed and sat up with a start, blinking water out of his eyes. It took him a
moment to focus, but when he did he found himself in a small cave. Water dribbled down the walls of the cool cavern, and
seaweed lined the floor. He was lying on a rock floor, beside a pool of dark water. The pool was roughly circular and perhaps
five yards in diameter. There was some motion in the pool, but the water was too dark to see what it was.
He suddenly heard a light singing; beautiful female voices singing in an unknown tongue. He reached for his sword, but found
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that his belongings were missing. He wore his breeches but was bare-chested and without his boots. He looked around again
but did not see any way into or out of the cave except for the natural pool of water beside him.

Magnus stood and was somewhat surprised that he appeared none the worse for wear. With the exception of his hair, he was
no longer wet which meant he must have been unconscious for some time. The singing continued in the unknown distance but
did not appear to be getting any closer, so he took the opportunity to examine his immediate surroundings.
The cave was not large. A few paces and he was at the far wall. He felt the wall and the water that dripped down its surface
was cool. The rock was rough and hard. He moved around the cave in a circular pattern, moving around the pool at the center,
and was soon back to his starting point. There didn’t appear to be any way out of the cave, save perhaps for the pool itself.
As he was contemplating this dilemma, the singing began to rise in volume. He still could not make out where it was coming
from. A slight edge of panic began to creep into Magnus’ mind.
The dark water in the pool began to move, causing Magnus to jump. He backed against the wall and stared in fascination as
ripples appeared on the surface of the pool. The ripples grew into tiny waves and then from within appeared a figure. It was a
female with long, wavy brown hair. Its face was partially tattooed and it wore a circlet of beads and feathers. The female
glided to the edge of the pool and rested upon the cool rocks. She was topless and her full breasts floated atop the water,
pressing against the edge of the pool. Magnus was stunned, partially by her abrupt appearance, but mostly by her beauty.
She looked at him with a distant curiosity as he stood there, knees bent, ready to defend himself. She lifted herself out of the
water and stood on the stones at the edge of the pool. Water dripped off her toned, nude form. In his dazed state, Magnus was
expecting her to have the lower torso of a fish; a mermaid from legend. She was all human however, or at least appeared to be.
There was definitely something not natural about her however, not the least of which was her sudden appearance from the
pool.
She moved slowly towards him, her body gliding sensuously over the wet stones. Magnus did not move, but remained ready
for anything. He was vaguely aware that the singing had stopped. She stopped in front of him and tilted her head as she looked
at him. She cautiously placed her hands onto his chest, and Magnus could feel a warmth spread through his body. His manhood began to stiffen. She felt his muscled chest and pressed her breasts against it as she peered up into his eyes.

Episode 14
Magnus knew that he wanted to learn where he was, and what had happened to him, but he found his mind was drawn to the
strange, beautiful creature that had appeared from the water. A name tickled the edge of his mind; someone he was looking
for, but the name would not form and he let it dissolve into mist. He looked down at the woman in front of him; her hands
were pressed against his chest.
With slightly trembling hands, he reached out to her and felt the curves of her hips under his skin. His hands slid up her glistening body until he could feel the under curve of her shapely breasts in his hands. He cupped them and enjoyed their weight
in his hands. The young woman smiled up at him and moved in to kiss his chest. She caressed his skin with her lips and tongue
and each touch created a fire on Magnus’ skin.
She kissed lower and lower and he watched her slide what was left of his breeches down his legs. His cock was fully hard now
and she took it in her hands. Her touch was so sensuous that he felt himself throb in her palm. She stared at his manhood
briefly, that little smile on her lips. Then she kissed the throbbing head and took it into her mouth. Magnus couldn’t help but
yell out in pleasure. She bobbed her mouth up and down his hard shaft. It glistened with her saliva, and she used her hand to
help with the motion.
It felt like nothing Magnus had ever felt before. Just before he erupted with orgasm, she stopped. She stood and kissed Magnus on the mouth. The kiss was soft at first, but soon became frenzied and needy. Magnus bent and took one of her nipples
into his mouth. It was small and erect and he teased it with his tongue. She arched her back and pressed her large breasts into
his face. He took the other nipple into his mouth and moved between the two, losing himself in her bosom.
She pulled Magnus’ head up and kissed him again, then she led him to the wall of the cavern. She turned her back to him and
placed her hands on the wall, spreading her legs and sticking her behind out. She looked back at him, but he needed no coaching. Magnus moved in behind her and entered her hot, wetness from behind. Again he cried out from the sensation, and this
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time, her moans joined his. He moved in and out of her, his hard cock throbbing deep inside her and ready to explode at any
moment.

Episode 15
Magnus yelled out as he came. He held his cock deep inside the mysterious woman and felt it throb as he emptied himself inside her pussy. When he finished, the woman turned and kissed him again. He felt strange and watched with a sort of detachment as she threw her hand over his head, sprinkling some sort of glittering dust in the air. The dust fell onto his face, and he
immediately gained clarity. He found himself fully erect again and extremely aroused.
The woman smiled at him and he turned as he heard some splashing sounds from the pool. He saw two more of the magically
alluring women exit the pool. They too were naked, with beads and tattoos adorning their bodies. One had extremely short
blond hair, slicked back, with small, firm breasts. The other was a long-haired brunette with breasts larger than the woman he
was just with. They moved up to him and all three began to slide their hands over him and each other.
The first woman he was with began to kiss and caress the brunette, their hands cupping each other’s breasts and sliding down
to find the wetness between their legs. The short-haired blond knelt in front of Magnus and took his stiff cock into her mouth,
slowly moving up and down his length as he watched the other two lie onto the warm, wet rocks. The brunette moved between
the legs of the first woman and began lightly kissing and teasing her pussy. Her legs opened and the girl lapped away at the
other’s wet lips and clit.
The blond stood and led Magnus over to the other two. She guided him down so his head was underneath the brunette as she
was on all fours, eating the other’s pussy. She lowered her bottom onto Magnus’ face and he tasted her sweet juices. He felt
the blond lower herself onto his rod and began to ride him as he licked and sucked the brunette’s pussy and ass. She came onto
his face, covering his tongue and lips with her sweet tasting juices. Then she rose and changed places with the blond. The
blond moved over and straddled the curly-haired beauty’s face, spreading her pussy with her fingers, letting the other girl lick
and kiss her clit.
The brunette lowered herself onto Magnus’ cock and began riding him fast and hard, her large, soft breasts bouncing up and
down against her body. Magnus reached up and grasped her large tits, squeezing them and pinching her nipples.
The brunette got off Magnus and moved down his body until his slick cock was between her pendulous breasts. She squeezed
them together and began to move them up and down his length; a little awkwardly in the position she was in, but still enough
to feel amazing.
The other two seemed finished with each other for now and the group came together in an orgy of kissing, licking and touching.
WHAT SHOULD MAGNUS DO?
1) Fuck the blond?
2) Fuck the brunette?
3) Fuck the curly haired one?
4) Get them all to suck his cock?
5) Masturbate while the three girls play with each other?
6) Get the brunette and the curly haired one to suck his cock while the blond masturbates?
7) Fuck all three at once?
8) Eat them all out?
9) Play with all their breasts?
10) Dive into the pool?
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He moved his hands from her hips and reached under her to cup her swinging breasts. She slowed his pace, letting his orgasm
hover on the verge for as long as he was able. He looked down and watched his cock enter her pussy. He moved slowly, painfully slowly in and out of her. The sight of his hard manhood covered with her slick juices as it slowly moved in and out of her
was too much for him and even though he was barely moving now, he could feel and see it start to throb uncontrollably and he
started to cum…
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If you can write game reviews, articles, opinion pieces, humorous essays, or endless blather, we want you. Contact the Editor for suggested
content or just write what you want and send it to us.

Please direct all comments, articles, reviews, discussion and art to the
Editor at aifsubmissions@gmail.com.
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